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'{/s(nn etlting isn 't working. 1ve need to change

1

Paige pushes education plan in lecture·
BY LISA WHEAT
NEWs EDno~

Laura Deaton(The News

U.S. Secretary of Education Rod Paige talks about U.S. President George W.
Bush•s education plan :ruesday night during tbe Waterfield Lecture.

Strieter becomes
faculty regent
by 18-vote margin
ty the option of taking a yearlong sabbatical every five
years with full University
History professor Terry pay. Currently, professors
Strieter will now have a voice are given full pay for a oneon the entity of which he has semester sabbatical or half
been an outspoken critic.
pay for one year.
"(A sabbatical) gives them
After the votes were tallied
for the faculty regent elec- a chance to renew themselves
tion, Strieter emerged with and come back even better
118 votes, compared to his than they were before," Stricompetitor
Corky eter said .
Strieter said he would also
Broughton's 100 votes.
Strieter will now serve like the "Board of Regents to
three years on the Board of consider re-implementing
Regents.
the summer professional
"I think I'd like to build development
p rogram,
some bridges to
which
was
other regents so that
dropped in 1992
the faculty don't
with budget cuts.
That
program
speak with a single
voice, but with
allowed professors
many voices," Strito collect the equivalent of s ummer
eter said in an interview after his victoschool
teaching
pay while working
ry. "So I want to
reach out to some of
on
research or
those regents who TERRY STRIETER teaching projects.
are willing to talk Faculty regent-elect
Establishand see if facu lty "
,
ing a mentor proissues can be pro- I THINK I D liKE gram between new
moted more strongly TO BUILD SOME and existing faculty
on the Board of
BRIDGES TO
will also be part of
Regents."
his agenda.
Broughton, who is OTHER REGENTS
"A lot of
the department of SO THAT THE young faculty come
wellness and thera- FACULTY DON 'T in and they kind of
peutic services chair,
have to learn their
said he offered Stri- SPEAK WITH A own way," Strieter
eter his assistance SINGLE VOICE, said. "We don't
and support after the BUT WITH MANY want to lose any
election.
really good facul"1 feel he will be
VOICES."
ty."
supportive of what
0 t h e r
issues
facing
the
faculty
the faculty demands and
regent will be health insur·
needs are," Broughton said.
Jim Rudolph, the outgoing ance coverage, shared goverfaculty regent, said the high- nance and faculty salaries,
lights during his term were Strieter said.
"1 think that we're prob'afaculty salary raises greater
than the allocation from the bly going to be in for a real
Kentucky General Assembly crunch when it comes to
and overseeing campus con- health care issues in the fall,"
struction projects. He said Strieter said.
Strieter started at Murray
the new regent will face
adapting to a new presiden- State as an assistant professor
tial leadership style after in 1977, the same year he also
University President Kern received his doctorate in
European history. In 1990, he
Alexander retires June 30.
Strieter said his plan for his was promoted to a full proBoard of Regents tenure fessor.
Throughout his tenure at
includes promoting a faculty
development program that Murray State, Strieter helped
would entail an extended establish the Murray Alliance
sabbatical program. He of Collegiate Educators, a
would propose giving facul- faculty advocacy group.

U.S. Congressman Ed Whitfield, RKy., introduced U.S. Secretary of Education Rod Pai~ as an "innovative"
leader in public education at the 25th
Annual Waterfield Lecture on Tuesday.
But after the education secreti'lry outlined U.S. President George W. Bush's
education plan, " No Child Left
Behind," some thought the administration was a little too innovative - especially when it comes to parental choice
via school vouchers.
"I think any program that enhances
the public schools is going to lHt all the

universities," University President
Kern Alexander said in an interview
after the lecture. " I do hope this (education plan) won't get d iverted to choice
programs where students would be
paid to abandon public schools."
While Alexander said the education
secretary's appearance at Murray State
was "a feather in the University's cap,"
he called school vouchers the "complete
ruination" of p ublic schools.
"They're walking a very tight line
here," he said. "Vouchers are the hidden agenda here that everyone needs to
be made aware of."
In his speech to a crowd of about 800,
Paige, the former Ho us to n Public

Schools superintendent, said Bush 's
education plan will "expand parental
control." Schools lacking in the
accountability testing would be eligible
for assistance and technical support for
two years. The following year, parents
would be given public funds to send
their child to a higher achieving school.
"1 say, 'Why fu_nd failure?' " Paige
said. " If something isn't working, we
need to change. We believe parental
choice is a fundamental requirement for
effective school reform."
Daniel Ballard, junior from Owensboro, said he is not in favor of using
public money to send children to priPicasc sec PAICE/16

'In tny Father 's house arc 1nany mansions: if it \Vere not so~ I vvonld have told you.
J go to prepare a place for you. And if J go and prepare a place for you, I \Viii
con1c again and receive you to myself, that vvhere I an1, there you 1nay al so be.'
- JOHN

14:2-3

BY LISA WHEAT

News EDITOR

News
Fire trucks visited a College
Courts apartment early
Wednesday morning when
an air conditioner short
sparked a flame that spread
through a room.
•see Page 6
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The News

(Above) Justin
Hull is surrounded by family and
friends after
speaking at C hi
Alpha on Wednesday night. (Right)
Chi Alpha campus
chaplain Mark
Randall prays
with Hull for his
continued healing
and rehabilitation.

ViewPoint
Loree Stark
writes about an
extraordinary
Easter happening
at Paducah's Kentucky Oaks Mall.

Justin Hull knows Jesus is
preparing a place for him in
heaven, and he believes he had
a glimpse of it.
Justin is recovering from an apparent self-inflicted gu n shot wound to
his head. Justin was in his second
semester at Murray State when the
incident, which is still under investigation, occurred in the early morning
of Feb. 25 in his Elizabeth College
room.
Following a few days in a coma,
Justin, of Monticello, remained in
intensive care at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah for two weeks. He is currently undergoing residential rehabilitation for speech, academic and
physical therapy at the hospital. Doc-

College Life
Check out
information
about the uses
and effects of
marijuana.
•see Page 8

tors estimate he will continue the
rehabilitation four more weeks before
he is released.
Justin was taken to Lourdes presumed brain dead, said Mark Randall, Chi Alpha campus chaplain.
"Justin is incredibly blessed," Randall said. "Most of us don't get two
chances at life."
Hull shared some of what he experienced with about 75 people at
Wednesday's Chi Alpha Bible study
in the Curris Center Theater. Prompted by Randall's questions, Justin
brie.fly told how his near-death experience changed his life.
When Randall as ked, "What kept
you alive?" justin answered, "Jesus."
Since the day after the incident,
Randall has visited Jus tin and his
mother, Geri, at Lourdt..>s twice a
Plea...e see HEAUNG/16

Sports
The Thoroughbreds fell to
Memphis and
Evansville this
week.

•see Page 12
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Check out our official
site on the Internet,
www.thenews.org for
more in-depth
coverage of MSU.

News
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NEWS EDITOR: USA WHEAT ·
MARC! OwEN
PHoNE: 762·4468

AsslsTANT NEWS EDITOR:

Professional women's club
scholarship now available
The Owensboro Business and
Professional
Women's Club
announces the availability of the
Overton Scholarship awarded each
year to women pursuing undergraduate or graduate degrees.
The amount of each scholarship
to be awarded is to be announced.
In the past, the organization has
awarded Overton Scholarships
ranging from $350 to $1,000.
In order to receive the scholar• ship, the student must be a female
Daviess, Hancock, Ohio or McLean
county resident, show financial
need and provide an academic
transcript and three recommendations.
For further information or an
application, call 270-691-0502. AU
applications and supporting documents must be postmarked by
April27.

Percussionists on campus
Murray State University will present a Day of Percussion from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. on today in the Performing Art Hall.
Featured clinicians will be
Chester Thompson, who has performed with artists such as Phil
Collins and Carlos Santana; Jeff
Moore, percussion director of the
intemationaUy-acclaimed Madison
Scouts Drum and Bugle Corps; and
Sandip Burman, who has performed with many famous Indian

r

NEWS
How to
reach us
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ampus
Classical musicians such as Pt.
Ravi Shankar.
Admission for the entire day is
$7 and registration will open at
9:30 a.m. For more information,
contact Tom Vanarsdel at 762-6460.

Faculty/staff workshops to
focus on workplace violence
Two facu Ity I staff workshops
will be held in the Curris Center
Theater and conducted by Interim
Public Safety Director Mittie
Southerland. The first workshop is
today from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. The
second is Thursday from 3 to 4
p.m.
The workshops will focus on
preventing and responding to
potential workplace violence.
For more information, contact
the Public Safety at 762-4810.

International orchestra

features five MSU students
Five Murray State musicians
were selected to perform in the
International Youth Wind Orchestra in Lucerne, Switzerland, this
summer. The feature concert will
be part of the ninth biannual
World Association for Symphonic
Bands and Ensembles conference.
The students are Jonathan Edington, junior from Madisonville;
Ctaig Fuqua, junior from Mayfield;
Kristi Green, junior from Ekroni
Cory Barnfield, senior from Benton, Ill.; and Morgan Kinslow,
junior from Princeton.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
CoUep Life: 762-4480
VIeWPOint: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4 4 78
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murroystate.edu

In order to be considered for
selection, the students submitted
an application, a recent tape or CD
of their music and three letters of
recommendation.
Following the application deadline, a committee in Switzerland
reviewed all the application materials and officially notified the students by e-mail.

Public Safety sponsors
Clery Act teleconference
The MSU Public Safety Department is holding a live national
satellite teleconference regarding
the federal Clery Act on Monday
from 12:30 to 2:30p.m. in the Freed
Curd Auditorium.
The Clery Act is the federal act
that specifies the requirements for
all higher education institutions in
terms of crime notification, crime
policy and crime statistics.
U.S. Department of Education
personnel will present the latest
changes to the Clery Act and other
federal initiatives that influence
how crime is reported.
There will be an opportunity to
ask questions of the presenters
during the live broadcast.

Institutional research
encourages survey return
The National Survey of Student
Engagement sent a survey, "The
College Student Report," to freshmen and seniors in February.
Fugen Muscio, institutional
research coordinator, said a lottery
will be held among respondents.

Carin Peterson/Gue~r

• ' a tOpe: Josie
Uggln

"r
I

O'Rourke, junior from Du
Quoin, Ill., and Jon Wright, sophomore from Paducah, participate ln tug-of-war in the Quad on Monday.
Two cash prizes of $50 and one of
$100 will be awarded.
The survey takes approximately
10 minutes to fill out and and the
information provides a basis of
what students engage in during
college life and in education.
Students can fill out the survey

on the Internet at www.collegereport.org.
For more information, contact
Muscio at 762-3538.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Assistant
News Editor Mrrci Owen and AssiMant
College Life Editor Scott Gibson.

THENEWS.ORG FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT H-IAT GOES INTO EACH FRIDAY'S
EDITION OF "THE MURRAY STATE NEWS." IT IS UPDATED WEEKLY.

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm
College Ufe: http:/,/.www.thenews.org/life.htm
VIeWpoint http://www.thenews.org/opinion.htm
Sports: http://www.thenews.org/spor~.htm

www.thenews.org

Online: http://www.thenews.org/online.htm

BRADLEY
BOOK COMPANY
DISCOUNT COLLE G E T EXTBOOKS

1303 Chestnut Street, Murray • 753-8767

One block east of the Curtis Center, across from Papa Johns

ALL NEW BUYBACK PROGRAM
nets you up to 71%
of your Money Back!
We will buybooksyou bought at the CurrisCenter,
and don't forget that we have the ...

Guaranteed Lowest Price
on College Textbooks ...

Be sure to check out the 2.001 Shield
Available at the following locations next week!
Tuesday 1 First floor lobby of Business Building I 9-3
Wednesday I Winslow Dining Hall I 5-7
Thursday lin the Quad, next to Fine Arts I 9-3
All week I Wilson Hall - 228C I During regular office hours

'
'
Order your textbooksonline at www.bradleybook.com
or toll free at 1-888·266·5040
*All buyback prices are subject to inventory quota and condition of text.

the ynrbook of
murray st1te university

It's not too late to purchase the 2001 Shield.
Go to any distribution sight for information.
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Turner arraignment Monday
Commonwealth Attorney Gale Cook
explained in Wednesday's "The Paducah
Sun" that the two murder charges did have a
difference. She said the first charge was for
intentional murder, wh ile the second murder
charge indicated Turner was "extremely indif·
feren t" as to whether the child lived.
"The two counts deal with her mental state
at the time of the act," Cook told "The Sun." " I
think it should be up to the jury to decide

STAFF REPORT

Angelita Turner, freshman from Sou th
Hazel, Tenn., was indicted Tuesday on two
counts of murder and one count of firstdegree criminal abuse in connection with the
death of an infant who was found in a Hart
College room on March 29.
The case now moves to the Calloway Circuit
Court, where an arraignment is scheduled for
9 a.m. Monday.

between them."
According to the indictment, Turner is
charged with asphyxiating the baby by
putting her in two plastic bags. The firstdegree criminal abuse charge is also based on
placing the infant in the bags.
Both Cook and defense attorney Tom
Glover were not in their offices on Wednesday, and "The Murray State News" was
unable to contact them by press time.

SGA budget lacks funds for REBOS
drug and alcohol free concert, said Jeanie
Morgan, coordinator of student activities.
Last year REBOS cost SGA $1,500, Thorne
said. He also said neither he or SGA Vice
President Kevin Lowe were satisfied with
the event.
"We didn 't like the way that it went last
year," Thome said . "We decided if we
couldn't do it righ t, we weren't going to do
it."
REBOS was established three years ago to
raise money for the Student Life Improvement Fund, w hich provide:; funds for registered campus groups to sponsor p rograms
for all students. A campus group can apply
for $500 from the fu nd each semester.
Morgan said REBOS brought in about
$2,302 last year, which was slightly less than

BY MELISSA STONEBERGER
COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

The Student Government Association will
not sponsor Reaching Every Benefit of Our
Students for the first time in three years
because of lack of funding.
"We did so much last semester that we
decided it wouldn' t be feasible," Student
Government Association President Michael
Thorne said.
In addition to its normal programming,
SGA sponsored four concerts and a lecture
during the fall semester, which drained the
budget. By spending $127,000, some of
which was replen ished by ticket sales, on
the concerts, SGA does not have enough
funding in its $132,000 budget for REBOS, a

1999's total of $2,748. Morgan said the fund
w ill still be open next year, but with limited
resources.
"We have some funds in the account and
we will give out money for as long as it is
there," she said .
Thome said he is not concerned about the
Student Life Improvement Fund depleting.
But an event should be held next year to
supplement the funding.
"We will have to have REBOS next yeur to
continue the fund," Thorne said .
Lowe said he is disappointed the concert
will not exist this year.
"REBOS is always one of my favorite
events and I'm sad that I can't participate,"
he said. "''m sure REBOS will be back in
swing next year."

Call "The Murray State News" for information about
advertising your church services: 762-4478

Memorial Baptist Church

First Baptist Church

Goshen United Methodist Church

First United Methodist Church

-

9:00 a.m. Worship
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Praise, Prayer, &Wor.>hip

Reverend Larry Daniel
Mtnister of Discipleship • Norma Reed
Sunday SctlOOI 9:50 a.m.
Church 11 :00 a.m.
753-3812

Pastor: Art Heinz

8trvlctt: Sunday 9a.m.-11 a.m.. 6 p.m.
Wednesda 7 .m.
location: 2772 94 E. 753·6695
•Help for Hurting People•

Dr. Wendell Ray-

Sunday School 9 :30 o . m .
Morning Worsh op 1 0 :46 e.rn.
Even in g Worship 6 p . m .
Wed . Worship 6 : 36 p.m.

.2 0 3

s .

41:h 51:.

For Transportation Call: 759-1620

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, April 12
8:22 p.m. A subject reported her
car had been keyed in the dorm
circle.
10:40 p.m. A bat was reported in
the White College lobby. The bat
was captured and taken to Pullen
Farm for release.

Friday, April 13
11:25 p.m. The Murray Police
Department dispatched city units
to Miller Street in response to a
call from a Murray State student
to a Nebraska suicide hotline. The
student advised hotline workers
that she was going to hurt herself.
The University Police Department
requested an MSU counselor contact the student at her residence.

Saturday, April 14
11:11 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for possession of alcohol by
a minor in the 15th Street lot.

Sunday, April 15
12:10 a.m . Two juveniles were
issued a citation for possession of
alcohol by a minor on Olive Boulevard .

Monday, April 16
5 p.m. A caller reported loud

music on campus was distu rbing
his class. An officer asked the peo·
pie playing the music to turn it
down. They complied.
8:40p.m. Vehicles were parked in
front of Winslow Dining Hall. The
owners of the vehicles said they
were having a car show. An officer
asked the owners to move the
vehicles and they complied.

Tuesday, April 17
6:19a.m. A citation was issued for
disregarding a traffic device at
North Ky. 121 and the Regional
Special Events Center.

Wednesday, April 18
1:57 a.m. Subjects notified Public
Safety of a visible fire in their College Courts room.
11:37 p.m. A traffic stop at 16th
Street and Duiguid led to the
arrest of R,obert Young, a non-student, for a fourth-degree assault
warrant.

Motorist assists - 5
Racer escorts - 4

Police Beat is compiled by Marci
Owet1, assistant news editor, from
materials available from Public Safety. All dispatched calls are not listed,

NIEON IBIE&C:H

Join us for worship & p raise!

Tann i ng & Storage Aentol

753-3182

Hours

M.s'll Stuaents
I 0% discount off tannine packaees.
lotions. and swlmwear with MSU 1.0.

Mon. ·Thc.rs.
8 a.m.-10 P.m.

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

Ai. & Sat.
8 a.m.· 9

P.m.

Shampoo, Cut, & Style

753-3333

Now Open

$15- women • $11- men
MSU - 1Oo/o OFF
We now do facial waxes! $7.oo

---

1

1Vil4ttll 4 7!tKi4t
114 S. 5th St., Downtown Murray

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

753-4156

WALK-INS ONLY!

Sit down to 20-SO (X, savings
on all dining furniture

• Full Set for $27
• $25 for MSU Students

• Pedicure $22
• $20 for MSU Students
We do acrylic, fiberglass,
diamond gel, and silkwrap.
Gift Certificates Available

Nina's
Nail Salon
Olympic Plaza
759-0071

Now

Open Thursday, Friday & Saturday
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
for full and
time

"CA$H IN A FLASH"
Loans On An~thing Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Truck s • G un s • Kniv es • T V ,s
Stereos • Mu s ical E quipm e nt • Co in s
Jewe lr y • Stamp s • B as eb a ll Ca rd s
A ntiques • Mi s cellaneou s

713 S. 12 St. Murray

753-7113

Congratulations to the following sisters:
Senators at Large-Karen Hill, Stacey Stephen

College of Business and Public Affaits-jemzifer Payne
College of Humanities and Fine ArtLauren johnston, Whitney Holland
College of Science, Engineering and Technology~
Marybeth Harris

• 2001 All-Campus Sing Champions •

9:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

"See u s for your student loans this fall.··

~Bank

How Banking Should Be

P.O. Box 1300
405 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753·5626
Fax:. (270)759·3777

Tri Sigma would like to thank
Natalie and Stephanie Warford,
and Rush Trowell for all their
time and hard work during
All Campus Sing.
You guys are
AWESOME!
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ViewPoint

VIEWPOINT EDITOR: LOREE STARK
PHONE:

762-4468
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Question Prominent speaker attracts crowd
E~~~~ti~~cretaryR:~ !~ra~~rr::~e;h;~~~~ ~()\)~~WHO l-\AVEV\S\T~t> MSU
0 f t he ~; E~~~:~~: ~=!~~ o:~~~!~!~ ~e~ts~:i:en:as~~;: ~. ~~0
( ~~~·~ ~ ~!:~:~l)
Week
OurView

~

Issue:

5

Roo PAIGE's

LECTURE DREW IN
APPROXIHATELY

800 PEOPLE.
PosiT ION:

. k stud ents
Do you t h tnl
should maintain a

certain GPA to join
Student OrganizatiOnS?

STUDENTS AT
MURRAY STATE
SHOULD HAVE
HORE
OPPORTUNITIES
TO HEAR
NATIONAL
LEADERS SPEAK.

" Yes, TO KEEP
AN ELITE GROUP

Al iliough apprecG
ated, it seems as
though Murray State
has primarily only
brought in state leaders.
Although
these
presentations can be
beneficial, students
want to hear wh at
other people have to
say about national
issues.
For example, Winfield Rose, political
science
professor,
said Union University, which is located
in Jackson, Tenn., has
hosted such names
as Gen. Colin Powl~_Jll, ~ fqrmer Grea t
4t ;Ya:r.i~in ~rime Mirds-

OF STUDENTS IN
THE CLUB. "

jENNY BROWN
ftJI110f, RUSS6MTie

11

YES, I JUST

THINK THERE
SHOULD BE.

11

DwAYNE P OTTS
5e1110r. Norfolk, Va.

11

YES, TO SOME

EXTENT. IF YOU
DROP BELOW YOU
SHOUtp tfAV~ A

'1. -

.,

CHANCE,.TO BRiNG'"
KEITH H ORHET

YOUR GRADES BACK
UP."

rreshmtm, Sesser, 111

11

1 DON'T THINK

SO BECAUSE IF
YOUR GRADES
ARE BAD, A CLUB
WON'T MAKE A
DIFFERENCE.

EMILY H o LMAN

11

semor, Cave C•ty

Our View
Issue:
A NEW SECURITY
LA.W REQUIRES

ADVISERS TO
REPORT SOME
ILLEGAL ACTIONS.

CONFUSING AND

STANDARDS."

Ill
~

years.
Murray State h as
attracted
many
entertainment acts
for
students
to
choose from in the
past few years.
M usicians
like
Garbage, 3 Doors
Down and
Dave
Matthews
have
given students p lenty of options.
But entertainm ent
is not the only area
in w h ich s tudents

6os LAR S oN - OWNER
()r

A L.OC.AL CH \tKEN ~ARM

S~E"R\J'&l-lSTE\N \N\JEN'ToR oF "T\-\E
S?l"RAL-~uNt:> Nt>-re&ool'

are in~res~d. Stu- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
dents a re here (pri- ~
marily) for an educa- R\TA DA'J\~S-'P'RES\~NT Doul:i S~l"T\-\-,b.~ EXtion.
O'F THE tv\\J~Al.' Qv\LT\Nt:.. PRo fbCITBAL..L 'F\..,\'IER
Hearing prominent
" "'"~7
"~
national
leaders AS.So C. l/\1\ o ~
Wl\0 ONL'ff'l..A'l~ ONE
speak on important
<SAME" W\\\-\ A S'E"M \issues adds a dimen'·'ELL- Kfll.'"'"'.. '~"*
sion to wha t we
N
,,.,.... ~
learn in the classlJOW ~lVE5 ~"Tl-~9
room.
And a lth ough collNS'Pn?AlloNAL~
lege students na tionA'BoOT H-lS
wide h ave a bad rap
fo r apathy when it
~~~lC.
comes to political
£xPER'lE~
issues, many stuW\ TH
dents a re as interested in w hat promiA~'PIR \N
nent n a tional leaders
A~\J-5£.~~
have ~ say a bout ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
importan t issues as
facufty -or staff.

1

...

•
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New security law needs clarification
POSITION:

HIGH

~

tl t~ ..... "-...,.j

THE LA.W IS

"Yes, TO KEEP

in the Curris Center
Ballroom drew in a
crowd of approximately 800 people.
Compared to other
lectures and programs held on campus, the turnout was
phenomenal.
This brings us to an
interesting
poin t:
Why are events
involving prominent
leaders so few and
far between at Murray State?

0

NEEDS
CLARIFICATION SO
ADVISERS UNDERSTAND EXACTLY
WHAT IS

When we first learned
student organ ization advisers were supposed to be
responsible for reporting
their students'
illegal
behavior, it seemed like a
poten tial dilemma for
many advisers.
But after investigating the
law, which stems from the
Clery Act, further we
learned, contrary to popular belief, advisers were not
responsible for every action
taken by their students.

In fact, crimes involving
alcohol, drugs or w eapons
possession do not have to
be rep orted by the ad viser
unless the p erson in question has been arrested or
given d isciplinary action .
Crilnes such as rnu rde~
sex
offen ses, robbery,
aggrava ted assault, bu rglary, motor vehicle theft,
m anslaughter and arson
a re expected to be reported
by advisers.
These crimes are expected

to be reported by all citizens.
It does not seem unnatura l to expect advisers to
report these crimes if they
a re knowledgeable of the m .
And even in those cases,
Public Safety would probably alread y have documentation of the crime.
The main problem with
the law is many advisers
seem to be confused about
what exactly it states.
On the surface, it seems

as though the advisers a re
expected to report anything
and everything they know
of
concerning
illegal
actions among students in
their organizations. But
that is not what is expected
at a ll. The law simply
requests that they report
crimes citizens are expected
to report.
The situation needs clarification so advisers know
and understand just w hat
is expected of them by law.
\

EXPECTED.
E LENI RUFI

sophomore, Cyprus

Karn Rubt>ck!The New'S

NEWS

Easter incident traumatizes children, ·bystanders
In My
Opinion

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071 -3301
e-mail: t henewsO m urraystate.edu
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same again.
Easter.
The setting was Michelson
As a child, the very mention of the holiday conjured Jewelers, where I am current·
images of family outings to ly employed part time. The
church, chocolate bunnies, time was mid-afternoon.
After going to the back of
cleverly hidden pastel-colored eggs and, of course, bas- the store to sip my water, I
kets full of that green plastic came back to the front to see
"grass" which is not suitable a group of people gathered
for children 3 years or around the Easter display in
the center of the mall.
younger.
During adolescence, I startFor those of you not familed to realize ideas would iar with the grandiose Easter
change. Those I had setup Kentucky Oaks Mall
embraced ,,bout holidays displays each year, let me fill
could (and would) be events, you in.
First of all, a giant Peptothat to some extent, would be
outgrown. Not the actual Bismol-pink stuffed bunny
meaning of Easter, mind you, looms in the background surbut rather the notion of an rounded by pastel-colored
overgrown mammal pounc· eggs the size of fou r-wheeling about my backyard ''hid- ers. In front of the pink
ing" eggs for me and my bunny .sits the throne of the
"real" Easter bunny, some
brother to find.
Soon, the Easter Bunny poor soul hired to wear a
was filed away in the recess- white fluffy bunny suit and
es of my mind with Santa embrace children as a camera
Claus and the Tooth Fairy.
flashes and snaps a picture
But maturity could not pre- for the parents.
In the area surrounding the
pare me for the event I witnessed while working at center of the mall is a row of
Kentucky Oaks Mall two benches for parents and children to sit on as they await
weeks ago.
Easter will never be the their chance to meet the East-

er Bunny.
But back to the story.
When I took my stand
behind the customer service
counter, I heard a loud noise.
Suddenly drops of water
came falling from the ceiling
in the center of the mall.
Crowds of people gathered
around the Easter display
and watched as the "rain"
fell hard and fast.
My fir~t thought was
something had sparked the
sprinkler system. But as I
saw the water drop onto the
eggs and run down the sides,
I noticed it had a black/ grayish color to it.
I stared as the "real" Easter
Bunny fled the scene, and
watched as the black water
drenched the computer system in front of the bunny
setup. The stuffed pink
bunny slowly toppled over
from the weight of the water.
Looks of horror covered chil·
dren's faces as they watched
their beloved bunny scene
fall to a shambles.
And then there was the
smell. It was not long before
the pungtmt scent of sewer

water filled my nostrils.
After the scene had passed,
I was not quite sure how to
assess the situation. ln fact, it
was not until later in the
evening I decided I was
scarred from the entire event.
At about 8 p.m. a group of
mall maintenance men came
to cart the stuffed pink
bunny away. But unsure of
how to move the mass, they
eventually separated the
head from the body, put the
body on a gray carrier and
carried the head off separate~
ly.
No, Easter will never be the
holiday it once was for me. A
collection of images, from
black rain to a headless
bunny, will forever remain
imprinted in my mind.
Many people blame violence on TV and in movies as
the reason for a loss of inno·
cence among today's children. Real life experience
would make me ~1ieve otherwise.

Write to ..
"The Mu rray
State News"
welcomes
commentaries
and letters to
lthe editor.
Letters should
be 300 words or
fewer and must
be signed.
Con tribu tors

should include
addresses and
p hone numbers
for verification .
P lease include
hometown,
classification,
title or relationship to the University. ''The
Murray State
News" reserves
the right to edit
for style, length
nnd
content.

ton·e Stark is the viewpoint t>ditor for "The Murray State
New:-;."
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'The News' undecided on principle
In My
Opinion

Cruelty: n. causing pain and distress
to others.
If it were not so pathetic, the
debate over whether your editorial
cartoons are racist would be amusing. So I'd like to go on record and
say that I agree with "The Murray
State News." Your recent editorial
cartoons have not been racist in
nature; they
cruel.
1 am fairly intelligent, but for the
life of me I cannot figure out how
cruelty is a major leap forward from
racism. During the past two years I
have seen cartoons on your editorial
page that ridiculed the physical char·
acteristics of an employee at a local
store (a person who was in no way a
public figure), depicted a University
administrator in bed with a horse
and, most recently, ridiculed the
regional speech patterns of a coach.
It would be one thing if these car·
toons actually involved political
commentary, but for the most part,
they make no sense. Yes, I know,
your position is the cartoons in ques·
tion are valuable because they cause
people to think. Nonsequiturs make
people think, but they are still nonsense.
A few weeks ago one cartoon
attacked an individual on the same
day the individual was mourning
the death of a family mem~r. As
one
my journalism colleagues
pointed out, this is the kind of thing
en ethical newspaper would not do
to Josef Stalin, much less to someone
who has dedicated his life to higher
education. I do not care how much

are

ALLEN
WHITE

"I
WISH

REALLY

I COULD

RGURE OUT
JUST WHAT
PRINCIPLE IS AT
WORK JI..S YOU
DECIDE WHAT
WILL AND WILL
NOT APPEAR
ON YOUR
EDITORIAL
PAGE."

of

you dislike fences.
I really wish I could figure out just
what principle is at work as you
decide what will and will not appear
on your editorial page. For example,
one can agree or disagree with the
National Rille Association. But guess
what, its actions are based on one
principle - the Second Amendment
gives Americans the absolute right to
bear arms.
Whether we agree or disagree with
this interpretation, we should
respect the First Amendment the
same way. Read the phrase stating
"Congress shall make no law" and
ask What part of the First Amendment is confusing? Again, people
who interpret the First Amendment
in absolute terms employ a principle.
Unfortunately, you have tipped
your hand at "The Murray State
News." Did you not, upon receiving
the first cartoon ridiculing the
speech patterns of the basketball
coach, engage in a major discussion
about whether the cartoon in question was racist? Did you not decide
to publish the cartoon because in
your view "it did not, nor did it
intend to, demean or insult any
group of people?"
Having gone through the above
process, are you now going to ask
your readers to believe you would
have published the cartoon even if
you had concluded it was racist? If
this were the case, why did you have
the meeting?
After all, Editor in Chief Jason
Yates said in the March 15 edition of

''The Murray State News" he was
really, really tired that Thursday and
had just "located the remote control
and found the Penn State vs. Michigan contest in the first round of the
Big Ten college basketball tournament."
If there was no possibility you
would have decided to pull the cartoon, why have the meeting? Why
get up from the comfortable "cigarette-smoke yellow couch?"
Obviously, there is only one rea·
sonable conclusion that can be
reached from the events as you
describe them: There are, indeed,
some things you will not publish in
"The Murray State News." Appar·
ently racist cartoons are among
them.
Apparently, you do not interpret
the First Amendment in absolute
terms. That is your right. The First
Amendment is not a requirement to
publish. It, like the rest of the Constitution, is a shield protecting our
rights. As editor in chief, you can
choose to publish some things and
refuse to publish others. It is your
choice; it is your responsibility.
Sadly, these observations bring me
back to my basic question: What
principle do you use when you
decide what you wiU and will not
publish?
There are only two viable philosophies in the American press sys~m.
One is libertarian; the other is social
responsibility.
Libertarianism involves Milton's
notion of a free and open "market-

place of ideas" in which truth and
falsehood can grapple. Milton
argued people are rational and can
decide for themselves what is truth
and what is falsehood. In fact, liber·
tarian theory argues falsehood provides a service because it causes us
to test our beliefs about what is
"truth."
Even things lilce racist cartoons can
provide a service according to liber~
tarian theory. Finally, libertarians
would argue the last thing we need
in American journalism is patroniz·
ing newspaper editors who try to
protect us from things like racism.
So, if you are a libertarian, why
would you have a meeting about the
effects of a potentially racist cartoon?
Unlike libertarian theory, social
responsibility theory argues newspaper editors are free to assume the
concomitant responsibilities that go
with the position. Social responsibility theorists argue the press, which is
given a privileged position in society, also has additional responsibilities.
One of these responsibilities is to
provide a forum for civil discourse.
Your meeting concerning the potentially racist cartoon seems to indicate
you understand this principle. In
fact, your overall behavior seems to
indicate that you believe in social
responsibility.
What is truly baffling is trying to
figure out how, as a would-be socially responsible publication, "The
Murray State News" can reject
racism and at the same time embrace

cruelty. (Don't even pretend to
debate whether the cartoons are
cruel. I have a cat that can see they
cause pain and distress to others.)
How, exactly, does this work? Is cruelty somehow acceptable because it
causes pain and distress to one person at a time?
Or could it possibly be that "The
News" really has not decided what it
is? On the one hand, you give the
ilJusion of being responsible, having
meetings about the potential harm a
cartoon may cause. And on the other
hand, you try to give to illusion of
being a "cutting edge," libertarian
publication that lampoons such worthy targets as greeters at local
department stores.
There is no way I could know for
sure, but it looks like two things are
going on. First, it appears you really
don't have the stomach for libertarianism. And second, it appears you
lack the maturity for social responsibility. Consequently, you end up
doing neither well.
Whatever the problem is, you
don't get to have it both ways.
Choose libertarianism or be socially
responsible. These are the only two
options. Both are based in principle.
Both can be defended. But choosing
neither is indefensible. For a publication that puts so much effort into
making fun of fences, you would
think "The Murray State News"
would stop sitting on this one.

Allen White is a journalism and mass
communications professor.

Punk is dead

Ramone's death
seals fate of culture
·In My
Opinion
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Punk is dead. Joey Ramone is dead. No
more teen-age lobotomies. No more beating the brat with a basebaU bat. No more
blitzkrieg bop. The fa~ of punk has been
sealed. We all saw it coming.
Punk was no longer a refuge for socially
repressed, angst ridden high-school kids.
Instead, it had been picked up by the pop
culture, cleaned up and made pretty to
make it a "socially viable rebellion tool"
for suburban upper-middle class kids. The
soul was taken. Now the body is finally
gone too.
The Rarnones played their first show in
Manhattan's Lower East Side's CBGB's,
amid the resignation of Nixon in August
1974. The people of the United States
wanted change. So did the underground
rock 'n' roll scene.
AA'C
1\-\s
The new three-chord dirty sound
~ YbvR. RooMt-'\I\1E. INc.O\ISit>~1a'(
offered a change from the light sounds of
~t> Yov ~T To ca-.lV lNCE: 1\-\6
~T l.T ~ Nll1-\ 1-\IS &I Rt.mEND 1\L.l..
'70s rock and was not as expensive for
S1\Jt>6NTS n\t\11\-\e( Dlt)N'T SUS\ ~T
T\t 11ME ~ flRE l.T U>... l.T'S
amateurs to venture as Glarn. Even more,
punk offered a refuge for those kids in
Sfi\JARe ~ v~ A FA-11'< A.Nt>
school who nobody liked. Punk created an
~\E-... I.T'.s
avenue for the "uncool" kids to tum to
and relate to.
Now, punk is officially dead. All the
forerunners · have either sold out, Tim
Armstrong, Glen Danzig and The Dead
Kennedys (without Tello), or died. We lost
G.G. Allen years ago and we all saw what
happened to Johnny Rotten after Sid
kicked the bucket. Even the gritty English
anarchist band Crass, of the early '80s, had
members join the pop group The Go-Go's.
What happened?
Now days, we have Green Day, The Offspring and Blink 182. Sure, they like to
think they have some sort of message, but
are just carefully disguised boy bands in
their true essence.
Basically, The Ramones changed a generation. The Ramones had the musical
power for the youth that the Beatles had
years earlier. They set the groundwork for
Gather on the sofa boys and this year's edition of the Duke with their seventh-round pick, the first pick this year, and
bands like Nirvana, Pearl Jam and Radiogirls,
it is time for the biggest University Blue Devils, who Valdosta State quarterback most expect them to go with
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Air conditioner short sparks fire Regents receive applications;
STAFF REPORT

Fire safety programs always say
' a working smoke detector can save
your life. Jamar Avant, freshman
from Cairo, lll., is now a living testament to this.
Just after midnight on Wednesday, Avant's apartment at 1212
College Courts caught fire after a
short in the living room air conditioner set a nearby couch on fire,
Murray Fire Department Chief Pat
Scott said.
The fire then spread to a nearby
wooden cabinet, and started to
grow.
Avant, a Murray State basketball
player, who was asleep when the
fire started, heard the smoke
detector and made it safely out of
the apartment.
Murray Fire Department fire
fighters were able to get the blaze
under control about five minutes
after arrival, Scott said.
Avant's roommate and teammate Cuthbert Victor, freshman
from St. Croix, Virgin Islands, was
not at the apartment during the
fire. No other apartments were
damaged by the blaze.
Avant was taken to Murray-Cal: loway County Hospital at 1:10

no formal criteria drafted
Regent Mike Miller, Marshall County judgeexecutive, is sitting in on his first presidential
search. He said he expects the next few weeks to
be hectic with the screening of applicants and
interviews.
''I have said all along that I don't want us to
get in a big rush," Miller said. "We need to take
our time because Dr. Alexander will be president emeritus and will be around for consultation if we do not have someone in place. We
need to find the very best person we can."
Current Faculty Regent Jim Rudolph confirmed he will continue to reside on the presidential search committee even if a new president has not been found when his term ends
June 30. He said this was emphasized from the
beginning of the process.
Faculty Senate President Bill Call said he
knows little concerning the search process, but
he said Easley assured him last week that quality candidates had applied. Call reiterated his
wish to see greater faculty involvement in the
process, and he said faculty would be on cam~
pus who watching the process closely if it continues after the end of the school year.
"We are hoping for candidate interviews
before commencement, and I hope we have adequate time to prepare," Call said.
Easley said the consultant will set up the
interviews, and he is not sure when they will
begin.

BY JASON YATES
EDITOR IN CHIEF

As the semester draws to an end, students are
not the only people on campus who have projects due.
The Murray State Board of Regents will have
to wade through approximately 75 applications
to find the successor to University President
Kern Alexander, who will retire on June 30.
Board of Regents Chairman Sid Easley said
the Board is close to meeting and conducting the
initial screening process of aU the applicants.
"Our consultant Uohn Kuhnle of Com Ferry
International) has indicated that he feels good
about the caliber of applicants we have," Easley
said.
Easley said the list of candidates include sitting university presidents, vice presidents and
provosts.
Although the Board has yet to construct formal criteria for the next president, Easley said
the feedback from sessions with faculty, students and surrounding communities were
thought-provoking.
"By reviewing all that has been given to us
and the collaborative wisdom of the Board, I
think we have a vision of the qualities that a
president should possess," he said.
Easley said the Board might have to adjust its
vision "depending on the candidates available."

Ryan Brooks/The News

A fire In 1212 College Courts started with a n air conditioner short
and spread to a nearby couch, which was charred by the na mes.
a.m. He was treated for acute asthma problems and was released
from the emergency room at 2:15
a.m.
Avant and Victor spent Wednesday afternoon retrieving their
belongings and moving into an
empty College Courts apartment.
Officials from the state fire marshall's conducted an investigation
of the blaze Wednesday, which
was still ongoing at press time
Thursday.

Associate Director of Housing
and Residential Life David Wilson
said the smoke detectors in College Courts and the residential colleges are checked monthly from
September to May.
Avant was signed by the Racers
in spring 2000, but did not play
this season because of academic
ineligibility.
Victor played in 28 games last
season, starting in 17 of those
games.
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. Retiring department chair views Murray State as 'focal point' since age 18

•
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BY MARCI OwEN
AssiSTANT NEWS EDITOR

Murray State has been part of
,. Jerry Mayes' life since 1%9, when he
~ graduated with a bachelors degree
o;. in speech communications. Now
• Mayes, organizational communica,; tion department chair and professor,
~ will retire after 29 years of service.
"It certainly has nothing to do
with negative feelings toward Murray State," Mayes said. "This university has been a focal point in my life
since f was 18 years old."
Mayes received his doctorate in
• communication from Southern llli• nois University and completed post: doctorate work at Vanderbilt Uni~
versity.
Mayes became interim depart'· ment chair in 1984 and chair in 1985.

,.

"When that happened, we had a
dozen majors, and the number of
graduate students were in the single
digits," he said. "Now, we have 200
majors and more than 100 graduate
students."
Mayes credits the success of the
department to the many changes
that have occurred in his tenure,
such as moving toward organizational communication as a primary
department discipline.
It was not until last year that organizational communication, one~ a
part of the department of speech
communication and theater, became
its own entity.
"While we retained theoretical
basis, organizational communica·
tion began applying skills such as
problem solving, mediation, negotiation, change management and giv-

ing and receiving feed back," Mayes
said.
Mayes said the faculty is also
responsible for the successes of the
department.
"This faculty has been very flexi·
ble and tried to do things in different ways," he said. "And to have a
department secretary like Jaime
(Helton), who can always keep you
focused, remind you of deadlines
and do it all with a smile and a manner, makes students and faculty
alike want to come back."
Stephen Cox, organizational communication assistant professor, said
Mayes' work has been an asset to
the department, including taking
the initiative to develop a weekend
program for non-traditional students.
"I think he has served as a pro-

moter, an advocate for the department to the administration and a
source of continuity," Cox said. "His
willingness to adapt the schedule to
non-traditional needs has been a key
to our growth."
As next year's interim chair, Cox
said he has learned from Mayes to
tend to the department's business
and allow the faculty members to
take care the academics.
Mayes said he has not only taught
at the University, but learned as
well.
"I have never had a student that
didn't know more about something
than I did," he said. "When you real~
ize this, it makes equality in educa·
tion much easier, and I try never to
miss an opportunity to learn."
While Mayes is retiring from the

University, his post·retirement plans
are far from total relaxation. He will
continue the consulting work from
his downtown business, CornSULT.
"We work with various businesses
for organizational improvement,
which involves training, consulting,
assessment and survey work," he
said. "We have a client base now in
38 states, Puerto Rico and Europe."
j ERRY MAYES
organizational
Mayes said in the future he would
communication
like to see the organizational comdepartment chair
munication department retain the
best of what it does now and incor" IT CERTAINLY
porate appropriate technological
HAS NOTHING TO
advances.
Said Ma~: "I do not want us <to DO WITH NfGAlose the core we have here on camTIVE FEEUNGS
pus, but l want us to supplement it TOWARD MuRRAY
with wise technological applicaSTATE."
tions."
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Spring is in the air. and before you
know It, it will be pool weather.
Murray Place has a great pool
for MSU students! We also
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Luxury Living for College Students

Rent Starting at
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Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
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per month

4-BR I 4-Bath Unfurnished
Limited Time Only

Year m and year out, employees at education and
research Institutions have turned to nAA-CREF.
And for good reasons·
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• FREE Cable with HBO &
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• Roommate matching
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• Sparkling swimming pool
• Lighted tennis court
• State-of-the-art fitness center
• 9-foot ceilings with ceiling fans
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• Plus. a full range of flexible retirement income opt1ons
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Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance
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Choos1ng your retirement plan provider is simple.
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New law creates confusion; advisers resign
BY ERI N RICHARDS
STAFF WRITER AND

SEVERO AVILA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When news of federally-mandated legal responsibilities for the
advisers of student organizations
reached Murray State faculty last
month, concern about the issue
grew.
The journalism and mass communications department is one program that could be in danger of losing its accreditation if its advisers to
the required co-curricular programs resign to avoid suspected liability risks.
"There may be confusion among
crime reporting and being a campus security authority and campus
liability," said Jeanne Scafella, journalism and mass communications
department chair. "Clarification
needs to occur."
Many advisers have become concerned about their liability if they
failed to report a crime correctly.
But Interim Public Safety Director
Mittie Southerland said the law,
which sterns from the Clery Act,
was not creating a "civil liability or
standard of care issue."
John Rail, University general

counsel, said the Clery Act cannot
be the basis for suing a campus
security authority. But the Minger
Act, a Kentucky Revised Statute,
does include a penalty of $500 to
$1t500 and/or 30 days in jail for an
adviser's failure to report selected
crimes.
Southerland said the ,crimes
advisers are required to report are
those other citizens would report
anyway. They are murder, sex
offenses, robbery, aggravated
assault, burglary, motor vehicle
theft, manslaughter and arson.
Crimes involving alcohol, drugs
or weapons possession would
require reporting only if the person
was arrested or given disciplinary
action. Southerland said in those
cases, Public Safety would probably
already have documentation of the
crime because of the arrest record.
The new Law requires campus
security authorities to report crimes
committed on Murray State's campus, on property owned by Murray
State, on property owned by a University-registered organization, on
an extended campus site or on a
street or sidewalk across from University property.
Southerland encouraged faculty
advisers to reflect on their own
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careers when thinking of how the
law will affect them.
"How many times, literally, in
your career, have you had someone
report these crimes to you?" she
said. "It's a rare circumstance.
These are serious crimes - it's not
like minor sorts of things."
The campus security authority
provision of the law is intended to
make crime statistics more accurate, especially at smaller universities that do not have their own
police department, Southerland
said.
Advisers resigning their positions would be an unintended consequence, Southerland said.
"There's unintended consequences of every good thing that
people are trying to do-that would
be one of the really bad unintended
consequences of the Minger Act,"
she said. "lt would be really sad if
our student groups weren't to have
the faculty and staff support they
need to have because that one piece
of this law."
Bob Lochte, journalism and mass
communications professor and
National Broadcasting Society
adviser, has resigned from his role
entirely because of these new regulations, saying he didn't need, ufur-

ther legal obligations."
"If 1 accept this role, I would have
the obligation for enforcing Kentucky state law," Lochte said, "College students, like many other citizens, occasionally break the law,
and I would need to be a cop, essentially- I don't want to do that."
But Daniel Carter of Security on
Campus, Inc., said ma'ny professors
are missing the point of the Minger
Act, which was solely made to keep
students informed and to hold University administrators accountable.
"1 don't seriously believe these
professors plan to not report incidents, but suspect they fear that
MSU will make them a scapegoat if
something goes wrong," Carter
said.
The University for the first time
has included an extra $70,000 for
general liability insurance in this
year's budget. Tom Denton, viet!
president of administration and
finance, said it is a coincidence the
University set thi1> money aside at
the same time the campus security
authority regulation went into
effect.
Said Denton: "This policy is not
specifically geared toward covering
these special circumstances like the
Clery Act and that sort."

Job market looks grim;
MSU unaffected so far
BY MARCI O WEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

While most students are
worrying about what classes
to take next semester, this
May's graduating class has
other things to ponder.
The U.S. unemployment
rate rose to its highest level
in 20 months last month to
4.3 percent - a 0.1 percent
increase from February- as
the
economy
slowed,
according to a U.S. Department of Labor press release
This may pose problems
for this semester's 797 pending graduates.
With an average GPA of
3.0, spring 2001 graduates
may need to become more
competitive in today's job
market.
With early childhood education as the most popular
choice and biology as the
most popular major, University officials said this semester's graduates should have
little to worry about.
Career Services Director

Ross Meloan said the job
market is immense right
now, and things have been
busy at Career Services.
"We are hot up here,"
Meloan said. "We've had all
kinds of businesses in here
wanting to hire students."
Meloan said education
majors should have even
fewer troubles.
"lf you are in education
right now, you've got it
made," he said.
Thomas Timmons, biologica l sciences department
chair, said biology students
have so many options.
"Most of our students are
pre-professional students,
and when going into any of
the various health fields,
there is always something
out there," Timmons said.
Kari Foster, senior from
Du Quoin, Ill., said she
chose a biology major
because it is something in
which she has always been
interested.
Said Foster: "There's nothing else I wanted to do."
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and: More students
dtug use on campus

t

everyone
encounters
new
experiences when
arrive on a college camOften times, marijuana is
of those experiences.
"It's not a part of everyone's
culture, but there are certain
individuals that are going to
experiment," said Director of
Housing and Residential Life
Paula Hulick.
Much of the experimenting
is taking place within the residential colleges. While a drastic increase in marijuana use in
the past few years has not
occurred, marijuana use in the
residential colleges is commonly reported.
Mittie Southerland, interim
director of Public
.$afetv, said
'
I
'
'4l 1
,-~
more .stuaents have ~rted
· 'r •
drUg use on campus, which
she attributes to increased

awareness.
"Whether people who live in
residential colleges are calling
us more or whether there is an
actual increase, I don't know;
we have had a lot more calls of
suspicion,'' Southerland said.
When Housing or Public
Safety employees receive
phone calls about suspicion of
drug use they contact the
police.
"An officer would respond
to the scene and would determine whether or not there is
probable cause to enter the
room," Southerland said.
"There is a variety of different
responses depending upon
what the circumstances are."
The circumstances deoend
on the amount of drugs on the
scene, whether the student is
selling the drugs and if it is the
student's first offense. The officer on the scene determines the
legality of the offense, but the
University can also take action

against the student as well.
The penalty for having marijuana in a room varies with
each incident. Sometimes
smell is the only clue someone
used marijuana in a room; no
physical evidence exists. Other
times the evidence is apparent.
The University can issue a
disciplinary probation, assign
community service or expel
students for drug use.
"Community service vs. jail
time depends on the court,"
Southerland said . "It all
depends on who your defense
counsel is, how involved you
were and prior history."
But Hulick said drug usage
in the residential colleges is
relativelv low.
"We really have a good student population," Hulick said.
"Our problems in the whole
drug area are very few as compared to (what is reported by)
some of my colleagues at other
schools."

Marijuana, alcohol offer similar
dangers, effects when abused
BY EMILY BLACK
STAFF WRITER

Students spend much of
their college careers answering questions. But one question does not seem to have a
clear-cut answer: Are the
effects of alcohol worse than
marijuana?
Although the use of both
alcohol and marijuana are illegal on campus, they are substances most students will
encounter before graduating,
and students may not understand their true effects.
Both alcohol and marijuana
are commonly used drugs and
can cause harmful side effects.
Most people believe because
alcohol is legal in most places
that it is the least harmful of
the two, but others think the
opposite.
"Alcohol and marijuana
each have their own set of
problems," said Judy Lyle,
health educator and staff
nurse at Health Services.
Alcohol consumption may
cause slurred speech, vomiting, a loss of inhibitions and
concentration and the inability
to have good judgment, Lyle
said. The consumption of a
large quantity of alcohol can
also lead to alcohol poisoning,
which slows down respiratory
and other body organs.
Alcohol is also addictive
and, for some users, may lead
to alcoholism. Alcoholism can
also lead to more complications such as cirrhosis of the

liver.
Marijuana has many of the
same effects of alcohol because
it also affects judgment and
concentration, according to a
pamphlet from Four Rivers
Behavioral Clinic in Paducah.
Marijuana also gives users an
intoxicated or euphoric feel.
Other side effects related to
marijuana are dry mouth,
rapid heartbeat, slower reaction time and raised blood
pressure.
"They are both risky and if
used enough they can both
lead to addiction," said Lyle.
Although researchers do not
know much about the longterm effects of marijuana,
studies have shown marijuana
users have many of the same
respiratory problems as tobacco smokers, according to the
pamphlet. Marijuana also contains some of the same cancercausing compounds as tobacco, although researchers have
not deceided if marijuana use
alone can cause cancer. Studies have also shown a person
may also become addicted to
marijuana.
Both alcohol and marijuana
have been found to cause
slower reaction time and the
loss of coordination and concentration, according to the
Four
Rivers
pamphlet.
Because of these effects, both
alcohol and marijuana are
equally dangerous while dri·
ving and can be responsible
for car accidents.
Most students who have

tried alcohol and marijuana
agree that while both drugs
may cause intoxication, the
feeling of being drunk is different than being high.
"For me, being drunk and
being high are two totally dHferent things," a freshman
female who wanted to remain
anonymous said. ''When I'm
high I can't function. I can hear
everything, but I can't understand it or respond to it. When
I'm drunk I may not know
entirely what I'm doing, but I
can function and carry on a
conversation."
Some students also believe a
person can control their feelings better after they have
smoked marijuana compared
to when they are drunk.
"Sometimes a person can
have a bad drunk spell if they
are depressed or bothered
about anything before they
begin drinking and can
become violent or even more
upset after they are drunk," a
junior female said. "But when
you smoke pot you never have
to worry about a bad high
because you mellow out and
everything becomes funny."
Despite the mellow and
relaxed feelings students say
they get from marijuana, some
still prefer alcohol because it
does not slow the body down
as much .
"When you are drunk you
can still be the life of the
party," a junio} male said.
"When you are high you don't
feel like doing anything."
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The
Week
Ahead
A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON
AROUND TOWN .

FRIDAY

CAMPUS AND

To POST INFORMATION IN THE

CALENDAR, PHONE 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO

762-3175 .

• Exhibit- OMAS
Annual Student
Art Show, Clara
M Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Play- "Steel
Magnolias,"
Lovett Auditoriurn, 7 p.m. Free
admission with
Racercard.
• SGA- Scribes
and Vibes, Curris
Center Sunset
Strips, 7 p.m.
•Chorale
Concert- The
University
Choiale, Choral
Union and
Chamber Singers,
Lovett Auditoriurn, 8 p.m. Free
admission.
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SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

•Clinic- A Day
of Percussion,
Performing Arts
Hall, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Admission
is $7 per person.
•Earth DayEarth Day celebration, Nature
Center at Land
Between the
Lakes. Admission is $1 per
person.
• Play- ''Steel
Magnolias,"
Lovett Auditoriurn, 7 p.m. Free
admission with
Racercard.
• Recital- Joint
senior recital,
Farrell Recital
Hall, 8 p.m. Free
admission.

• Exhibit- OMAS
Annual Student
Art Show, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Play- "Steel
Magnolias,"
Lovett Auditoriurn, 2:30 p.m.
Free admission
with Racercard.
• Recital- Senior
recital, .Farrell
Recital Hall, 3:30
p.m. Free admission.
• Bible StudyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• Exhibit- OMAS
Annual Student
Art Show, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
•Clark CollegeCouncil meeting,
second floor east
study lounge, 9
p.m.
• Bible StudyChi Alpha,
Curris Center
Mississippi
Room,9p.m.

• Black Student
CouncilMeeting, Curris
Center Barkley
Room, 5 p.m.
•CAB- Campus
Activities Board
interviews, Curris Center Tennessee Room, 5
p.m.
• Elizabeth
College- Talent
in the Amp Part
II, Elizabeth College amphitheater, 6 p.m.
• Brass RecitalBrass Chamber
Music recital,
Performing Arts
Hall, 8 p.m. Free
admission.

•Elizabeth
College- Sand
volleyball, sand
court behind
Winslow Dining
Hall, 4 p.m. All
students are
invited, refreshments will be
served.
• Hester CollegeSpring Luau,
Hester College
side lawn, 4:30 to
7:30 p.m. All residents are encouraged to attend.
• Concert- Symphonic Band and
Jazz Band II Concert, Lovett
Auditorium, 8
p.m. Free admission.

• Exhibit- OMAS
Annual Student
Art $how, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Elizabeth
College- Harvey
Elder, math professor, presents
"American Automobiles," back
lobby, 7:30 p.m.
• Yoga- Hart College conference
room, 8 p.m. Free
admission.
•Concert- Jazz
Band l,Lovett
Auditorium, 8
p.m. Free admission.

.

DiFranco's new double album uses powerful lyrics

Music
Review
Album:
"Revelling/
Reckoning"
Grade: A+
Comments: "It
is great to hear
an artist who .
actually has a
point to her
music, unlike
the recycled
pop crap that
has been
invading our
homes on the
radio waves."

BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRtTER

With a wispy voice screaming
against the injustices of society accompanied by acoustic instruments, Ani
DiFranco has retained in the double
album "Revelling/Reckoning" the old
magic that has enabled her to hold onto
a growing number of devout fans.
DiFranco uses highly-confessional
lyrics to spread her message of governmental injustices, personal angst and
growing problems in society. It is great
to hear an artist who actually has a
point to her music, unlike the recycled
pop crap that has been invading our
homes on the radio waves.
"Revelling and Reckoning" is music
suited for a mellow mood because all
the songs are primarily done with
acoustic guitars and light drums.
Every song is a work of art that
forc~s the listener ~9..sit.!!~enJi;vely and ..
take in the lyrics as well as the music, a
rarity indeed .
~

One of the most inspirational songs
is "Tamburitza Lingua," a criticism of
government and society. It almost
sounds like an exert from a spokenword album. The song addressed so
many issues that 1 had to replay it
repeatedly, pouring over the lyric
booklet to make su re I had absorbed
every word correctly. A sample of the
lyrics: "TV is, after, the modem day
Roman Coliseum. Human devastation
as mass entertainment and now millions sit jeering collectively cheering
the bloodthirsty hierarchy of the patriarchal arrangement."
In "So What," DiFranco subtly and
calmly expresses self-isolation and personal angst, allowing the emotions to
be carried lightly on saxophones. The
lyrics are charged with anger and frustration, but are powerfully expressed
in a calm, almost disconnected manner.
"~e.Yell~g/Reckop~g" is .a,.~~at for
any music fan who appreciates lyrics
and carefully-crafted music.

International Student Organization
would like to recognize the
following professors:
Ken !iut:rlck
l!iO Profes&or of the Year i!ODO-i!OD 1
Michael Kemp
Outstanding Profe!l!ior College of !iET
Pat: McCutchen
Out:&t:anding Profe!i!lor College of
Humanit:ie& and Fine Art:•
Donna Was&on
Out:&t:anding Profe!l&or College of
Education
David Fender
Oubit:anding Profe&!ior College of
Health & Human !iervlce!l

We would also like to congratulate
our newly elected officers for
2001-2002:
Pari• lieorgiou
Racan Mandeel
!ieyfi Acikalin
Yovita !iutant:o
Ani• Drira
Cindy Hun

Pre!lident
Vice-Pre!lldent
Trea!lurer
Secretary
Publicity Officer
Hi!ltor,l an
1

Top
Albums
1. 2 Pac-

"Until the End
of Time"
2. Train"Drops of
Jupiter"
3. Ani
Difranco"Revelling/
Reckoning"
4. Pete Yom"Music for the
Morning After"
5. Mudvayne"L.D. 50"

Righteous Babe Records

Ani Dlfnnco's new double album " Revelling/Reckoning" exhibits carefully
cnfted lyrics and music.

Solirce:
Terrapin Station
and Sunset
Boulevard

Congratulations to the following
new Student Ambassadors:
Addle Bozarth
Alesha Holder
Alison Marr
Ama nda Frazier
Amanda Miller
Amlt Shah
Anthony Burba
Ashley Hamilton
Ashley Johnson
Ashley Propes
Barret Brown
Terra Dunn
Ben Arnett
Benjamin Buford
Lauren Johnston
BJ Wink
Bradley Hobgood
Brent Kleier
Bridget Mitchem
Carrie Ayres
Ca sey Jenkins
Christina Lavallee
Christina Simms
Courtney Young
David Smith
David Smith
Dawn Johnson
Adam Meloan

Kennette Cleaver
Kim Morris
Laura Hurt
Usa Brumley
Lynn Carlisle
Marla Raleigh
Marilee Morgan
Marybeth Harris
Matthew Forrest
Melissa Moreland
Miche lle Lovell
Nancy Shelton
Re'Nita Avery
Rebecca 0' Daniel
Rebecca Travis
Ryan Carr
Sara Arment
Sara Williamson
Sarah Powell
Stephanie Warford
Summer Moser
Tim Stark
TJ Garrett
Wendy Davis
Whitney Burroughs
Whitney Bushart
Whitney Coleman
A.D. Mayes

Elly Wells
Emily Burroughs
Emily Wells
Erin Tolliver
Faith Terry
Fulton Hart
lan Llnenfelser
Jennifer Johnson
Jennifer Moss
Jennifer Payne
Jeremy Rodgers
Jessica Barnes
Jessica Benton
Jessica Zelesky
John McGehee
Josh Miller
Joshua Smith
Joshua Smith
Julie Janes
Julie Hoffman
Justin Turley
Justin Young
Katie Ward
Natalie Ford
Karen Hill
Luke Fink
Katrina James
Kelly Swartz

Attention New Murray State
Student Ambassadors:
You must offend our training orientationl

WHEN: Wednesday, April 25th from 6:30 - 8:30 p .m .
WHERE: Mason Hall
*Dress comfortably
Call the Murray State Student Ambassado r
Preside nt Ashley Hailston at 753-9962 fo r mo re
information, or the school relations offic e .
\
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'Steel Magnolias' reflects women's strengths, camaraderie
fa culty, s taff, senior citizens
and students from other
schools.
Stacy Wyatt, senior from
Bob Valentine, theater senior
lecturer, learned more than Cadiz, portrays Truvy . She
how to work with a six-mem- said the play's story of cama·
ber, all-female cast while raderie in the face of advers ity
directing "Steel Magnolias." He was encouraging to her during
learned about th~ feminine ritu- rehearsals.
"I love the story," she said .
al of having one's hair done.
" I think that there is a culture " It tells that women can be
of women," Valentine said. feminine and be strong, too."
Despite the cast and wom"Men can appreciate it, but not
en's issues in the play, "Steel
understand it."
The theater and dance Magnolias" is not just · for
department's production of women.
"It's a good women's show,
"Steel Magnolias" opened
Wednesday and runs until Sun- but it would be good for men
day. The show runs Friday and to see it too," Wyatt said.
Saturday at 7 p.m. and Sunday "Maybe they can team someat 2:30 p.m. in the Robert E. thing about women."
Audience members should
Johnson Theatre. Ad mission is
free with a Racercard, $10 for not expect an exact replica of
the general public and $7 for the popular movie, "Steel
BY WINDY MOHEAD
STAFF WRITER

I
I
I

,, I
~· I
l

Magnolias," Valentine said.
All of the play's action takes
place in the beauty shop, giving the play a more intense,
intimate feeling, Valentine
said.
"I think it's funnie r and
every bit as human as the
movie," Valentine said
Valentine said trus play is
open to both theater fans and
those n ot as familia r with theater.
"It's a very accessible play,"
Valentine said. "It's easy to
understand, it's fun and it's
meaningful."
The "Steel Magnolias" cas t
and crew hope the audience
takes something away from
the production .
Said Valentine: "People will
leave understanding why we
do theater."

I
I

I
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Good only at participating BURGER KING® restaur ants:
Southeast Missouri
Kentucky: Paducah, Murray, Benton, Kuttawa
Illinois: Carbondale, Marion, Herrin, Harrisburg, Anna
Arkansas: Jonesboro, Paragould, Pocahontas, Blytheville

I
I

I Plecue pre 1ent coupon before ordering.

Not to be y11d with otb•r cpvnntgr diugyntt. Void where prohibited by
low . State ICI!e• tax may be applicable. Caah value 1/100e. e 2001 lurter King lrancl•, Inc. All Right• le11rvecl.

Jennifer Hahn/Guest

C hrishell Stause, sophomore
from Benton, Ky., and Heidi
Krug, junior from Benton,
Ill., reconcile their differences as mother and daughter in the theater and dance
d epa rtment's production of
"Steel Magnolias." T he play,
which differs from the film,
will be In Robert E. Johnson
Theatre today and Saturday
at 7 p.m. and Sunday at
2:30 p.m. Admission Is free
with a Racercard, StO for
general public and S7 for
faculty, staff, senior citizens
and students from other
schools.

Congratulate your graduate in
The Murray State News!

1
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your space today.

762-4478
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www. thenews.org II

14 miles South of MurraY
121 s.. 1 mile Past state line
(901J 232-8585

~al

Sun, sand, and that special guy...
S rin break re rets?

qco... ~al ?Usu...

~AU't Spt?.elal!
G ive M om something this Mother's Day. For less
than the price of a dozen roses, this genuine longstemmed American Red rose has been preserved
and dipped in 24K gold. II is a Mother' s Day
gift she' ll cherish. Each rose is unique,
and like your love for her, will lost forever.
Come in to our store 't odoy. We hove
hundreds of gift ideas thor soy
hThanks, MomH
in a very speciol way..

Open:
Monday. Friday
I0a.m.· 6p.m.

Get a Free Pregnancy Test
same day results -all services confidential

$5995
o rose rhot losts forever!
quontiry limiled
f ree Shipping
upon r~

(limited 10 USA onlyl

LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center
1506 Chestnut Street
Tan house 2-doors down from Boulders

J.T. LEE, jeweler

PART-TIME WORK

with
LIFE TIME BENEFITS

* COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE AVAilABLE
* $ 8000 BONUS
* Officer Programs
Positions Available
Military Pollee, Intelligence, Aviation Mechanics,
Electronics, Special Forces, etc.

11

Where your Ideas turn to gold"

1-800-GO-GUARD

1304 FChestJIIt St

759-1411

KY NATIONAL GUARD

WILDCAT CREEK RECREATION AREA
28 Wildcat Beach Rood
Murray, KY 4207 1
Phone: 270-436-5628
Fax: 27(}436-6 128

Visit our Website
www. wlldcat -creek.com

Rainbow Sno
OPen 1 P.m. · 6 P.m.
1201 Chestnut St.
CNext to Pier OneJ

Camp Sites ................. ................ ..... ..... ........................ ............... ...... ... .... .. .. .. .... $19 p er night
Day Use (picnic . swim, volleyball) ................................ ........................ .... ...... $2 per person
Canoe Rental .......................... ...... .. .......... ...................... .... .................. $25 per d ay or $8 per hour
GROUPS WELCOME--CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
Murray State Student & Fa culty Discounts for c amping,
canoe rental & group gatherings (must show ID)
Located 3 miles south of Miller Golf Course on Hwy. 280

t.~@.~~~~}!.@~~.l
Fresh Squeezed Fruit Drinks
•limeades
• orangeades
•lemonades
• jinglers (all 3 mixed together)
As drinks or over the snow!

t.~~.~~~~}!:@~~. ~

Stained Glass Classes
and SuPPlies
I!~~Q®® TI ®

®~~~
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Student art show offers
Law allows hemp studies in state universities professional atmosphere
BY ERIN MATTHEWS
STAFF WRITER

With Kentucky farmers
experiencing a downfall in
the tobacco industry, the state
government is aiding research
of an alternate crop.
Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton
signed House BilllOO into law
March 20. The bill allows a
Kentucky university to create
an industrial hemp research
program.
Any state university with
an agricultural department
can apply for the research
program. The Council on
Postsecondary Education will
select the school to administer
the government funded
research.
Industrial hemp is produced from the same family
of plant that produces marijuana. The two substances

have different amounts of
delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol,
orTHC.
Marijuana plants grown for
drug use contain an average
of 3 percent THC, according
to the National Institute on
Drug Abuse. THC is the
chemical in marijuana most
commonly associated with
getting high.
"Hemp doesn' t have the
active ingredient THC in it,''
said Kathy Lyons, who ran for
Kentucky lieutenant governor
with Reform Party gubernatorial candidate Gatewood Galbraith.
Lyons said hemp plants are
grown tall because long fibers
are needed from the stalks.
The fibers can be used for
various fabrics, twine, canvases and papers. The pulp can
also be used to make particle
board and other building

materials.
Hemp seeds can be used in
cooking oils, paints and varnishes. The Lexington Brewery Company has even produced a beer made from
hemp.
Aside from hemp's everyday uses, some people believe
marijuana has many medical
uses. Marijuana has been
used to treat glaucoma,
migraines, insomnia, anorexia, asthma, AIDS and cancer,
Lyon said.
The Food and Drug Administration has even approved a
synthetic form of THC in a
pill, but no area hospitals use
the drug for treatment. The
pill, known as either Marino)
or dronaninol, is often prescribed to cancer and AIDS
patients to increase appetite
and reduce nausea and vomiting.

and excellence of instructors in the
art department and the work on
display.
Pridgen said there was an amazThe Organization of Murray Art
ing
variety of talent and genre in
Students is holding its annual stuthe work entered when speaking
dent art show tonight.
The exhibition, which is in its of her first art show experience.
The show is juried, and OMAS
third decade, begins with an openhas
selected two nationally
ing reception at 6 p.m. and gives·
students a chance to show their renowned jurors, Doug Jeck and
work in a professional atmos- Whitney Leland, to participate this
year.
phere.
Jeck is a ceramic sculptor at the
"Anytime you're in the art field
University
of Washington in Seatyour vocation is putting your work
out there and it (the exhibition) is a tle and Leland teaches painting at
good chance to get feedback on the University of Tennessee.
Awards will be presented at 7
your work," said Julie Pridgen,
senior from Cadiz, and OMAS p.m. following the opening reception.
vice-president.
The exhibit runs in the Clara M.
More than 400 entries were
received for this year's show, and Eagle Art Gallery until, May 4.
approximately 119 will be on dis- Gallery hours are Monday through
play. Pridgen said there is a direct Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
correlation between the quality Saturday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
IY ERIN MATTHEWS

"I have personally seen it
work for asthma patients,"
Lyons said.
But Marijuana remains a
Schedule I controlled substance, meaning it has no
accepted medical uses.
Cher Ford-McCullough, of
Gilbertsville, is a care
provider for several patients.
She said she became an
activist with Cures-Not-Wars,
an organization increasing
awareness to the use of medicinal marijuana, because she
grew tired of watching
patients suffer for no reason.
McCullough is a lso the
organizer for the 2001 Space
Odyssey, a march to raise
awareness for medical marijuana, which takes place in
Paducah at noon on May 5.
She said the march is an effort
to educate people about marijuana.
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Racers show progress in first spring intrasquad scrimmage
BY J usTIN

McGtLL

AssiSTANT SPORTS EorroR

With spring practice nearing its end, the
Murmy State football team participated in
its first intrasquad scrimmage of the year
Saturday. Whlle s tarting quarterback
Stewart Childress was Wlable to participate, Head Coach Joe PaMunzio said he
was pleased with the team's progress during his one-year ten ure.
"They're a little further ahead than last
year just because they understand how we
want to practice," PaMunzio said. "We're
still a long way from where we need to be
to win an OVC championship. We've got
to get a little bit better technique wise."
Childress, freshman from Princeton, is
still recuperating from off-season shoulder surgery but expects to take a few
snaps in the Racers' next scrimmage
tomorrow.
"My shoulder feels better than it ever
has," Childress said. "Right now I'm not
in any live contact with the defense, but
it's just spring. It's not the season, so we're
not taking any big chances. I've actually
completed my rehabilitation program, so
I'm looking this week to get in the mix a
little bit."
Among all the Racer newcomers, quarterback Will Hall, junior from Amory,
Miss., is one of the most important. Hall, a
transfer from Northwest Mississippi
Juruor College, has been the primary quarterback in spring practice, meaning MSU

will have a backup signal caller who
knows the offense.
"It was a big factor for us to get him a lot
of reps to get him used to the offense,"
Childress said.
When asked if Hall might make a run
for the starting position, Pannunzio said
the decision will be made in the fall .
The Racers have also focused on
acquainting the players with the new
coaches. Offensive Coordinator Jeff
Menage and"Defensive Coordinator Mike
Vite have recently joined the program.
"When you have new coaches and
you're doing different things, it's going to
affect everybody, but they've really
jumped on the kids and done good with
them/' Pannunzio said. "It's been a good
change for us. We lost some good coaches
but we brought in some good coaches."
Childress said the offensive unit is more
comfortable than at this time last year,
thanks in part to Menage.
"Coach Menage has really thrown a
couple of new things in the mix," Child ress said. "The offense is really starting
to accelerate."
Improving a defensive unit that allowed
nearly 430 yards per game last season is
perhaps the most important task for the
Racers. Pannunzio is pleased with the
progress the team hac; made on that front.
"We're always looking for more depth
at the line, but I've really been pleased
with the progress that they've made,"
Pannun.zio said.

Vite has led the Racer defense in a
direction that has Childress looking forward to seeing them in game action.
"Personally, I like what I see on the
defensive side of the ball," Childress
said. "Coach Vitc has really got things
going over there and I'm really anxious
to see what they can do."
PaMunzio will also focus on keeping
his team in good physical shape in
preparation for more demanding practices.
"The biggest thing for us will be getting our kids in condition so that when
we get into two-a-days we don't have to
wait a lot," Pannunzio said. "The
biggest plus for us is that we have kids
that are familiar with what we have
done.''
MSU opens the season at Ole Miss on
Sept. l, a game that brings m ixed feelings to Pannunzio.
"We're excited about our opener, but
we have a lot more progress to make
before that," Pannunzio said.
MSU will play a 10-game schedule in
2001. The NCAA will aiJow the Racers
to play a 12-game schedule in the future
to compensate. Attempts to add a second Division I team to the 2001 schedule
- either Virginia Tech or defending
national champion Oklahoma - fell
through. The Virginia Tech game would
have given $400,000 to the football program, while the Oklahoma game would
have given $500,000 to the Racers.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Malcom Moore, junior from Phoenix, jumps for a pass against Jeremy Spinneweber, sophomore from Pittsburgh, and another defender during the Racers' intrasquad scrimmage Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Thoroughbreds fall to Memphis, Evansville Baseball
BY JASON BILLINGSL~Y

needs more
an support

SPORTS EDITOR

The Thoroughbreds are hoping they
can overcome some negative momentum
before conference play this weekend.
After sweeping Eastern Kentucky last
weekend, the 'Breds lost to non-<:onference foes Memphis University 11-5 at
Reagan Field and 9·7 to the University of
Evansville.
'Breds first baseman Brett McCutchan,
sopho.mQW..~n~m
Evansville, Ind.,
received the male Racer SportLight honor
,(see page 13) for his play against Eastern "
Kentucky and went 2-for-5 with an RBI on
Tuesday against Memphis, but was disappointed about the loss.
,._-"I wish we would of won, I don't care
: about anything else but winning,"
McCutchan said.
The ' Breds took an early 5-2 lead in the
: bottom of the third inning against Memt phis, scoring three runs on a sacrifice fly
• by Zach Bidwell, junior from Evansville,
Ind., an RBI double by Josh Ridgway,
• senior from Lander, British Columbia,
and an RBI single by Mike Voyles, junior
from New Washington, fnd.
Memphis reclaimed the lead, scoring
• thrt.>e runs in the fourth inning, and one
run in both the fifth and sixth innings.
Memphis clinched the win with a fourrun eighth inning, highlighted by a threerun triple by designated hitter Ryan
; O'Malley.
~
Tigers middle reltevers Nick Rogers,
joshua Padgett and Layne Dawson held
the 'Breds scoreless in the final six
innings, with Rogers getting his third win
: of the year.
~
' Breds Head Coach Mike Thieke said
~ his team could not adjust to the Tigers'
relievers.

1

"We just didn't adjust to their relievers," Thieke said. "We had some chances
early in the game, getting the early lead.
Then they got four runs in the eighth
inning, and the big three-run triple put
the game out of reach."
On Wednesday, the Evansville Purple
Aces avenged a 14-5 loss earlier this season to the 'Breds, winning the game with
a home run in the bottom of the eighth
inning.
The 'Breds tied the game at SC\'Cn in the
top of the se\·enth iMing after Ridgeway
hit a one-out double down the left field
line, stole third base and later scored on a
fielder's choice.

The Purple Aces took the lead in the
bottom of the eighth inning on a two-run
home run by Evansville second baseman
Blake Whealy. John David Poynor, senior
from Murray, took the loss in relief. Wes
Davis got the win and Preston Larrison
pitched a 1-2-3 ninth inning for his first
save of the season.
The 'Breds will host OVC cellar dweller
UT-Martin for a three-game series this
weekend. Saturday's doubleheader will
start at 1 p .m., while the third game will
be Sunday at 2 p .m. All the games will be
broadcast on WNBS-AM and over the
Internet at W1A.rw.goracers.com.
Thieke said the 'Brcds must play at their

full potential against UT-Martin, despite
their conference standing.
"We have to show up at full intensity in
this series with M.utin," Thiekc said.
"Anything else will open the door for
them to win the series against us."
McCutchan said the 'Breds will weather
the losses this week before the conference
games this weekend .
"We need to at least win this series with
Martin, which we're very capable of
doing," McCutchan said. "We' ll have to
play at our best and not overlook them.
During a baseball se,1son, one day you're
not very good and the next you're great.
That's why we play 50 games a year."

Lady Racer tennis gets No.3 seed for OVC Tournament
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Ryan Brooks/The News

Brett McCutchan, sophomore from Evansville, Ind., slides safely past the tag of Memphis catcher Barrett Smith on a
double by Josh Ri d~:way, senior from Lander, British Co lumbi~ in ~he third inning of the •Breds 11-S loss Tuesday.

I \

Karri Rubeck/The News

; ~ G ina Katona, senior from Budapest,
; ~ Hungary, bits a return during wom' :...,.,..t-ctn 's tennis practice Wednesday.
I

The women's tennis team finished
the year on a strong note, beating
Austin Peay 6-1 on April 12 and then
beating Eastern Illinois 4-3 on Saturday, improving its Ohio Valley Conference record to 7-1.
Coach Connie Keasling is proud of
her team's accomplishments and said
it has been a banner year.
"We got our SOOth win, we were 7-1
in a tough OVC, and all our girls got
to the 20-win plateau in doubles,
which is quite a feat," Keasling said .
Melissa Spencer, freshman from
Roswell, Ga., Kerry-Lea Glass, junior
from Alpharetta, Ga ., and Cheryl
Graham, sophomore from Peachtree
City, Ga ., also managed to reach the
20-win plateau in singles matches.
"We have everyone returning next
season, so it's good to see them come
together now," Keasling said. "I am
looking to build on what we have
now for the next few years."
The next challenge for the team is a
trip to the Ohio Valley Conference
Championships in Nashville, which

start today and continue through
Sunday.
"Nashville is a great site because
it's neutral and rather close to all the
competing OVC schools," Keasling
said .
MSU finished in a three-way tie for
the No. 1 seed with Tennessee Tech
and UT-Martin, but the Lady Racers
got the No. 3 seed after tiebreakers
put Tech as the No . 1 seed and UTMartin as the No. 2 seed.
Murray State will open the tournament facing No. 6 seeded Morehead
State at 11 a.m.
Maria Alonte, junior from Milwaukee, Wis., said the team has a chance
to return from Nashville with a championship.
''We have a very good chance if we
play well; all the teams will be tough,
especially Martin and Tech," Alonte
said .
The team has already beaten Tennesset> Tech, but its only OVC los~ on
the M~ason came at the hands of L!Martin.
"We all had a rough day and they
managed to get the best of us," Alonte

said. "But we know we can compete
with them so it should be interesting."
Keasling worked on some basics
during the last few practices before
trawling to Nashville today.
"It's pretty much all mental at this
stage," Keasling said. " In practice we
having been going over fundamentals
and all the little things to get mentally prepared."
Alonte agreed with the simple
approach.
"Our game plan is to fine tune our
strokes and movements and to find
out what works best before the championship," Alonte said .
lhe team will have one match per
day each of the three days.
Said Keasling: "We've been playing
hard all year and it's our goal to try to
peak at the same time and make this
weekend are best performance."

A Murray State athletic team resides in
obscurity during the spring semester. It
plays its games in front of small crowds
composed primarily of their own parents. It plays one of the most popular
sports in the world, yet many times it
plays in front of less than 100 people at
Murray State. It is the baseball team.
Theoretically one of the biggest sports
of the spring season, the Thoroughbreds
annually struggle with getting any
group of people resembling a crowd at
their games, even in April and May
when the weather is warm.
Many people say they are never
around the baseball
sta~ium during the Sports Talk
spnng, and they do
not have time to go
across campus to
attend games during
the wet>k, even for just
an inning or two. That
excuse is in1ralid.
The 'Breds are playing their next to last
home Ohio Valley
JASON
Conference series of
BILLINGSLEY
the season against
U1-Martin, with a "I'M SURE THE
doubleheader starting
' BREDS
at I p.m . Saturday.
Their final OVC home
WOULD
.series is May 5 to 6
APPRECIATE
against Austin Pcay,
ALL THE
but many students
will be preparing for SUPPORT THEY
finals that weekend.
CAN GET. u
After
sweeping
Eastern Kentucky last weekend, the
'Brt.>ds moved from e;eventh to fourth in
the OVC standings. The top six teams in
the OVC make the conference tournament, held this year at Brooks Stadium
in Paducah.
Although the 'Breds have arguably the
most loyal fans at Murray State {who
else has fans sitting outside in freezing
temperatures in February cheering their
team on), they are usually small in number. Even if a game this weekend could
draw a crowd greater than 200 people, it
would be an improvement.
If attending the game is still impossible for you, the game will be broadcast
on the radio on WNB5-AM and on the
Internet at www.goracers.com.
Many people who attend a baseball
game tend to become big fans and come
to games more often. The forecast is set
for partly sunny skies at a high of' about
82 degrees. It sh ould be a perfect day for
baseball.
Even if it is just for an inning or two,
listening to the game on the radio or
watching the game at Reagan Field, I'm
sure the 'Breds would appreciate all the
support they can get.

fason Billingsley is tlrt> sports editor for
"Tile Murray State News."
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~Brett

McCutchan,
Kelly Wren
Brett McCutchan
and Kelly Wren
are in this week's
Racer Sportl..ight.
McCutchan,
ls9phomore from
Evansville, Ind.,
hit .462 in the
ffhoroughbreds'
three-game series
at Eastern .Kentucky last weekend.
McCutchan had
two doubles, two
home runs and
nine RBls. One of
the homers was a
grand slam that
gave MSU a 9-6
win in the first
game.
Wren, sophomore from South
Fulton, Tenn.,
earned the women's golf team's
best finish of the
spring, o third
place finish, at the
EKU Lndy

Jacksonville State University
to Join Ohio Valley Conference

a rich tradition and a bright future. We
look forward to this affiliation for
years to come."
· The Gamecocks will become the first
ever Alabama-based OVC member.
The expansion is the first in the OVC
since 1996.

The Ohio Valley Conference will
soon expand to 10 members with the
addition of Jackso~ville State University, which will occur no later than
july 1, 2003.
The JSU Board of Trustees unanimously voted Monday to accept an •Breds move into fourth in OVC
invitation to join the OVC. The univer- with sweep of Eastern Kentucky
sity must first develop , a two-year
The Thoroughbreds won three
notice in the Trans-America Athletic games at Eastern Kentucky last weekAssociation and the Southland Foot- end, returning their Ohio Valley Conball League- the two conferences to ference record to the .500 mark (6-6)
which it currently belongs.
and putting them in fourth place in
"The Ohio Valley Conference is the conference. The 'Breds won 9-6
delighted with Jacksonville State's and 7-6 in a Friday doubleheader, and
decision," OVC Commissioner Dan 16·11 on Sunday.
Beebe said. "We look forward to
MSU led 4-0 after four innings in
embarking on this relationship. We Friday's first game. Through four
feel that Jacksonville State is a great fit innings, 'Breds' pitcher Aaron Russelfor our league and will make our con- burg, junior from Hawesville, allowed
ference even stronger in a number of no runs on only two hits. EKU scored
sports."
four runs in the fifth inning to tie the
JSU,
located
in
Jacksonville,
Ala.,
score.
Colonel Classic
has an enrollment of 8,200 students
In the top of the seventh, MSU platlast weekend.
ed five runs, four of which were
Wren shot a 54- and sponsors 14 sports.
"It has been our goal for some time scored on a grand slam by first basehole score of 234,
to get all sports in one league that is man Brett McCutchan, sophomore
tying her for
geographically suitable for our teams from E\·ansville, Ind. EKU scored
ninth place.
and fans," JSU Athletic Director Tom twice in the bottom of the inning, but
Seitz
said. "We believe joining the lost 9-6 to the 'Breds.
Fastfact
Russelburg (5-3) pitched a complete
OVC
not
only accomplishes that goal,
ln 1998, the
game,
striking out five and allowing
but
also
puts
JSU
in
a
conference
with
Indianapolis
Colts made former University of
Athletics Schedule
OVC Baseball
OVC Baseball
Mtn"a/Wolllfn•t Tmnia
Tennessee quarSchedule
Standings
r,ld.ty·5u~y at Ohw V•lley Conlnftlce
terback Pevton
Ch3mplonolup l•t N•shnll..), time TBA
S.tunby
(through Apri117)
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ust•m Kt-!ltucky atlnJ~n• (Dii). noon.
Mtn'• Coif
/lu,Hn r••Y •t Mo>rrhN.I St•t~ !UHt, I p m
OVC Overall
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f:IU
11..0
20-13
~'"'"''" Ch.tmpion>hlp (at Ridtmund),
lpm
the NFL draft. In
tune filA
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TIU
7-2
19-19
his first season,
I pm.
11-'>all
SEMO
8-4
25-14
Manning set
S..tunl•v v._ Tenni'SSO<'-M~rtin (I.)H),
Sunday
MSU
6-6
22-16-1
lpm. •
u<IO'm Km\lltky 11lndt1N. noon
:rookie r~o:ords in
Sunday vo fen(WOo.......,.M.aclin, 2 p.m.
Morehead 5·7
15-23
Aullin 1'9v at Morvtwd Sbw, I p m
Tuetd.>vva.
AcunsasS!<Ite,::lp.m.
every passing cat· F.KU
Terv- r....·h .. E.Ht•m IIIIIW•"- 1 p.m.
5-9
13-22
W..J~y •I SNthern lllu\ol$,) p.m
T~Mart"' at Murr•y St.ttr, l p.m.
egory, despite
Thurod.oy v. lndi.lN Southa.l. 3 p .m.
APSU
3-6
19-20
leading his team
UT·Martin 2-13
6-32
Mtn'o/W01nm'• OutdoorTrock
to a 3-13 record.
S.turday •t V&lldrrbOt lnvitatioNI, lll'M
18A
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four earned runs on six hits. Third
baseman Preston Weatherly, senior
from Murray, hit a solo home run in
the second inning.
MSU led 3-1 in the third inning of the
second game on Friday after a two-run
double by McCutchan. EKU answered
with a five-run inning, knocking out
MSU starting pitcher Preston Hesley,
senior from Paducah, after two and onethirds innings.
The 'Breds added a run in the fourth
and took a 7--6lead with three runs in the
sixth inning. MSU pitcher Kyle Perry,
freshman from Benton, held EKU score· the final tw · ·
to . ......
less m
wm ule
L
the 'Bred o mrungs
game ,or
s.
Perry (4-1) pitched four and two. .
all . ...... ~
third
eless mrungs, owmg u!R%
hi s dscor
trikin
ts an s
gout two.
An offensive explosion in. the final
gam~ helped ~U secure a sen~ s~eep.
The Breds ~ail~ 3-0 ~er tw~ mrungs,
~ut scored etght times m the third, highlighted by a three-run home run by
shortstop Mike Voyles, junior from New
Washington, Ind. MSU scored eight
more times in the next four innings. EI<U
could only match that output, leaving
MSU with a 1~11 win.
MSU pitcher Mike Noonan (2-3),
junior from Cassopolis, Mich., earned
the win, allowing three earned runs
on 10 hits in five innings of work.

Women's golf finishes third
at EKU Lady Colonel Classic
The women's golf team earned a
third place finish in the Eastern Kentucky University Lady Colonel Classic, Murray State's last event prior to
the Ohio Valley Conference Championship.
.
MSU shot a team score of 951 m the
three-round event, finishing six
· str okes
behind
second-place
Arkansas State. Tennessee Tech won
th~ 15-team tournament with a team
score of 922·
Kelly Wren, sophomore from
So h F 1
. a
ut
u ton, Tenn., led MSU wath
54 h l
f ..,'!l.c 'ed f
. h
- o e score~ ~· ti
or mnt .
Megan Rees, Juruor from Hertford· h e d one stro k e
s hire, Englan d , t·mts
behind Wren in an 11th place tie.
Cuyler Hedley, freshman from
Cobourg, Ontario, finished one
stroke .behind Rees in 13th p lace.
Stephanie Baskey, sophomore from
Mount Sterling, shot 246 to tie for
26th. Tina Marshall, senior from
Frankfort, finished tied for 41st with
a score of 253.
Kristen Mar gherio, junior from
Glen Carbon, Ill., played as an individual and shot 257, tied for 53rd.

Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistant
Sports Editor Justin McGill.
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H Mutr&)' Stole ,., 15 ll ...tin P.ay, 8'30
a.m

Sipw Chi"'· SIS""' Phi ~. 6 p.m.
Pi ~ Alpluo v-. Alptla Tau Clmep.
7p.ftl.

T.......y

Jlea'cna \'S. Fcanklln. 1 p.in.

Alpluo Slama Phi ..._ l.&mbdl Chi Alph..
8p.m.

Aldunond ve. Clorll. 8 p.m.

til Ten-Ttc:hvt. f8T~Stot.,

Sowtltles

l:.30p.m.
lr.! Ten-Martin v•. tl1 Eatlltm ~1\Kky. 1:30pm.

wva. '6 t.l-'-'1 Stew,

•3 Murray SWe

u •.m.
H Auobn P•y vi. IS E.illem ke'ihl<ky,
lla.m
II TeMI!Dte Tech vt. lll T•...- SUit.
4p.m.
12T~rtln "'·WI

'
•
EMwn 1111'

T•..Uy
ClArk va Repnta. 6 p.m.
Sprinpt w. £llDbech, 1 p.m
.....,.va.WhiW,Sp.m.
Hart"'· O.rlt. 9 p.m.

no•.....,.

~)"

Alpl\a Camma Delta va. Alpl\a Odte Pi,
6p.m.

Sip SiS""' Sip..._ Alptla Sip
Alpha, 1 p.m.

~ .... Hat1. 6 p.in.
Whiw ..._ Eli»bdh. 7 p.m.
Sprinpr .... " - ' · . p.IIL

nola.4 pA

Source; ESPN

The brot:her!i of
La bda Chi Alpha
would like t:o
congrat:ulat:e •••
Billy Hansen

SGA Vice-President

jace Rabe

SGA Treasurer

Craig Hoffman

SGA Senator-at-Large

Keith Schawacker

College of Science,
Engineering &
Technology Senator

Be a Part of the
Winning Team!
SGA - CAB • J-Board
April 23 CAB Applications due by
noon in SGA office
April 24 CAB Selections
Curris Center
Tennessee Room
5 p.m.
April 24 Judicial Board Applicatio~ns due
by noon in SGA office
April 25 Judicial Board Selections
Curris Center
Barkley Room
5 p.m.
Applications available in the SGA office
For further information contact

762-6951

J-Board
'
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Spencer 'a gold mine' to MSU women's tennis team
BY SAM AGUIAR
STAFF WRITER

Women's Tennis Head Coach
Connie Keasling smiled while
talking about Melissa Spencer.
The
jubilation
Keasling
expressed could make one think
she won the lottery; however, she
merely struck gold.
"Melissa Spencer is a gold
mine to our team," Keasling said.
'1 am so lucky to have recruited
her because she came in this year
and is already making such a
huge impact on the team."
Not only is Spencer, freshman
from Roswell, Ga., playing the
No. 1 seed in only her first season
with the Racers, but she is also
dominating opposing competition. Her 20 wins are more than
anyone else in the Ohio VaUey
Conferen<:e and her 17 doubles
vktorics with partner Kerri-Lea
Glass, junior from Alpharetta,
Ga., are also tops in the league.
But perhaps more impressive
than both these feats is the leadership Spencer brought to the
entire program.
"Melissa is an incredible player," said teammate Cheryl Graham, sophomore from Peachtree
City, Ga. "She fights in every
match and brings a po:;itive attitude that picks us up no matter
what the score is. "

In high school, Spencer was
recruited by larger programs like
Middle Tenncss~e State and
Samford. But toward the end of
the signing period, Keasling
received a huge scare.
"Right when I thought Melissa
would sign with us, Purdue
came in and recruited her really
hard," Keasling said. "I was so
nervous at the time, but she
decided to come Murray State
and we're so glad she's here."
Spencer said both Murray
State's atmosphere and her previous relationship with Graham
are what spurred her desire to
become a Racer.
"When l came to Murray,
everyone was so friendly and the
atmosphere was great," Spencer
said. "1 already knew Cheryl
from playing against her in high
school and ~he had nothing but
great things to say about the program and the school."
Spencer was not introduced to
tennis until she was 10, but has
since been devoted to the sport.
She played as a No. 1 seed for her
high school and won division
titles her junior and senior yenrs.
Graham remembers growing up
and playing against her numerous times in the Atlanta area.
"Since we were 13, Melissa and
I have played against each
other," Graham said. "We played

she plans to sell houses in Texas.
"I was born in Texas and that
is where my grandma lives,''
Spencer said. "When I graduate,
I can't wait to get back."
Spencer has also set goals for
her career as an athlete.
"This year my main goal is to
win the OVC tournament," she
said. "Also, I hope tn play
Tech's No. 1 seed again. I beat
her in the fall, but she won
when we played last week.
Hopefully, I'll get another shot."
· In the future, Spencer hopes to
become a more controlling player. Right now, she relies on her
defense, speed and mind set to
get throu~h matches. But she
will need to polish other aspects
of her game in order to fare well
in national tournaments, such as
the Rolex Invitational. She participated in the invitational in
November, but lost to the tournament's No. 3 seed in the first
round.
"Right now it takes a lot to
break me down in a match,"
Spencer said. "But I tend to
adjust more to my opponent's
play than they do mine. Hopefully, as a senior, they'll be
<~djusting to me. By this time, I
hope to advance pretty far in the
big tournaments."

Ryan Brooks/The New~

Melissa Spencer, freshman from Roswell, Ga., has made an impact on t he women's tennis team,
leading the Ohio Valley C onference in singles and doubles wins. Spencer said her main goal is to
make sure the team maintains a friendly relationship on and off the tennis court.
in high school and in leagues and
always got along real well. When
she came here on a rt.'Cruiting
trip, I was excited and told her
that Murray State was a real
good school."
Spencer said her No. 1 goal is

to make sure the team is together
as friends, not just teammates.
She appreciates the bond she and
her team mates share and hopes it
continues throughout her tenure
at the Uru\·crsity.
"These girls are all great

friends/' Spencer said. "I love to
be with them because we go out
together as a team and have a
great time."
As a student, Spencer plans to
earn a degree in busint.>ss """ith a
real estate minor. After coUege
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Racer golf team looks to send Men's tennis fourth for OVC
Hewitt out on winning note
BY JusTIN McGILL

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

ments hosted by Memphis
and Marshall.
Michael Calef's best finish
of the year led the Racers to a
sixth place finish in the 16team Billiken Invitational
Tournament, which took
place Monday and Tuesday at
Gateway National Club in
Madison, lll.
"We expected to win," Calef
said. "The tourney was real
tough because of the weather.
At times there was 30 mph
winds and we really did not
expect that type of weather."
Calef shot a two-round
score of 147 and finished
third. The invitational was
won by Evansville, who beat
the Racers by 11 strokes.
"We were playing in a field
which we thought we could
win," said Head Coach Buddy
Hewitt. "The second day just
did not work out in our
favor."
The Billiken Invitational
was the Racers' last tune up
for the OVC Championship
this weekend.
This weekend will also be
the last chance to give Hewitt
a victory. After 41 years with
the Racers, Hewitt is retiring

BY KEVIN THOMAS
CoNTRIBunNG WRITER

The Ohio Valley Conference
Men's Golf Championship
will take place Monday
through Wednesday at The
Bull at Boone's Trace golf
course in Richmond .
The Murray State men's golf
team enters the tournament
after an up-and-down season.
The high note of the season
came Sept. 13, 2000 when the
Racers won the Drury Invitational Tournament by 13
strokes.
Jeremy Grantham, senior
from Mayfield, finished first
at the tournament.
The Racers followed up
their victory with a fourth
place finish out of 19 teams at
the Eastern Kentucky Colone l
Classic on Sept. 30.
At EKU, Murray State was
led by Michael Calef, senior
from
West
Bridgewater,
Mass., who finished tied for
lOth place.
The Racers have slipped a
bit since the September tournaments. The best the Racers
have finished was fifth, and
they had troubles in touma-

after this season. Hewitt said
this tournament is like any of
the others.
"You just take it day by
day," Hewitt said. "That's all
you can do in golf."
Calef said the Racers should
play well this weekend.
"At many tournaments, we
have played well against the
rest of the OVC teams," Calef
said. "EKU and Austin Peay
will be tough."
But the Racers have a bit of
added motivation.
"Coach has been here for 41
years and he knows more
about golf than anyone/'
Calef said. "Being his last
tournament, it is definitely
motivation to play well."
Through Monday, the Racers have been led by Brandon
Henson, sophomore from
Mayfield, who has an average
score of 74.2 in tournament
play this spring.
Matt Stark, junior from
West Lafayette, Ind . (74.3).
Grantham (74.6), Calef (76.1)
and Roger Hebert II, sophomore from Dunedin, Fla.
(76.4), are in the top 22 in the
OVC.

The men's tennis team closed
its regular season schedule
Monday defeating visiting
Ohio Valley Conference rival
Austin Peay 5-2.
The win gave MSU an 11-8
overall record, its best record
since it posted a 16-10 record in
1995-96.
"We've played a very tough
schedule," Head Coach Mel
Purcell said. "It's always to
have a good record. That helps
th~ morale on the team. Right
now, we're 0-0, and 1 think
they know that."
The win also gave the Racers
a 4-2 OVC record and the
fourth seed in the OVC Championships, which begin today
and run through Sunday in
Nashville. Purcell said the
team must perform well in
doubles play to have a chance
to win the championships.
"If we can start out winning
doubles then we only have to
win three s ingles matches,"
Purcell said . "We're just looking to win round by round and
give ourselves a chance to win
the tournament."
Purcell said MSU will meet
APSU in the first round of the
tournament today at 8:30
a.m.and plans to spend a good

deal of time on doubles play
in practice leading up to the
tournament.
"For the next couple of days
in practice we'll definitely
have to focus on doubles
more," Purcell said. "The
guys are ready for the tournament."
MSU won four of six singles
matches on Monday, led by
Nikola Aracic, junior from
Aha us, Germany, with a 6-1,
6-1 win over Justin Keller in
the No. 1 singles match. Thiago Gondim, junior from Fortaleza, Brazil, won 6-4, 6-1 over
Marcus Rutsche at No. 2 singles.
Alex Hoyem, freshman from
Oslo, Norway, won his No. 3
singles match OVL'r Matt Gregory 6-1, 6-1. Alex Sundsten,
senior from Sandefiord, Norway, defeated Steve White 64, 4-6, 6-0 in the No. 4 match.
Zakaria Bahri, freshman
from Meknes, Morocco, lost at
No. 5 singles to Oscar Lopez
4-6, 6-3, 6-3. APSU won the
No. 6 match by default since
MSU has only five players on
its roster.
" I think we've played pretty
well despite having only five
guys," said Aracic. "We beat
some good teams, and hopefully we'll be able to do good
in the tournament."

In doubles play, Aracic and
Sundstcn teamed in the No.1
match to defeat White and
Peter Morsley 8-6. Good im and
Hoyem won at No. 2 doubles
8-5 over Gregory and Keller.
APSU also won the No.3 doubles match by default, but MSU
earned the doubles point.
Purcell was p leased with the
team's overall performance in
the win over APSU, a team
MSU lost to earlier in the season in an indoor match. The
Racers had only four players at
the time of that loss.
"I knew it was going to be a
close match and that we had a
chance to win it," Purcell said.
"We needed the win."
Purcell said Murray State is
one of the best teams in the
OVC at this point. The players
believe they could have easily
finished the regular ::~eason
with a 6-0 conference record.
"In their mind, they believe
that we should have been and
could have been 6-0," Purcell
said. "We really feel like we're
the best team in the conference
right now. As long as they're
thinking like th<~t, hopefully we
can go into Nashville playing
like that."
The .rest of the top seeds for
the tournament are Tennessee
Tech as the No. 1 sl'ed, with
UT-Martin as the No. 2 seed
and Morehead State at No. 3.
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Fresh Buffet
Sunday Buffet
Served
All Day
Soup
Super Dessert & Fruit Bar
759-2348
Hand-Dip Ice Cream Bar
406 N. 12th St.
Served 7 Days A Week
(Next to Pizza Hut)

Dine-In Carry-Out Catering
Gift Certificates Banquet Room
Fri & Sat 11 a.m.- 10:30 p.m. Sun-Tbur 11 a.m.-9:30p.m.
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PAIGE:
Students, faculty
review lecture
From Page 1
vate institutions.
" I didn't really agree with
all of (the lecture), but he is a
very respectable gentleman,"
said Ballard, who was presented with a Harry Lee
Waterfield scholarship at the
lecture.
Whitfield said Bush's proposal was not too different
from the Kentucky Education
Reform Act, which allows parents to choose a new school
after two years of failing their
child. He said he supports the
parental choice aspect of
Bush's plan.
" I think that we need some
innovative approach to education," Whitfield said. "I think
the important thing is to raise
this issue, have a national
debate and move forward."
Political science professor

Winfield Rose, who helped
coordinate Paige's visit, said
he agreed with the education
secretary on parental choice.
"Does it make sense to keep
pouring money down rat
holes?" Rose said. "President
Bush and Dr. Paige say, 'No, it
doesn't. The only people that
have anything to fear from
vouchers are the ineffective
and the incompetent.' "
Before outlining Bush's education plan, Paige illustrated
the need for change. He said
fewer than one-third of fourth
graders can currently read
profici~ntly, and U.S. eighth
graders perform well below
those of children in other
industrialized nations in the
areas of math and science. In
addition, college freshman are
taking remedial courses,
showing their high schools
did not prepare them for the
next level.
"There are great schools in
spots all across the United
States," Paige said. "Though
we have islands of excellence,
we must say now that our

nation's school systems have
failed to meet the qualities
that we need. The answer is
obviously not to continue the
status quo."
If the U.S. Senate and House
of Representatives passes
Bush's education plan, it
would give the Department of
Education $4.6 billion, the
largest increase to any domestic federa l agency. In addition
to parental choice, the plan
proposes annual testing of
children to measure how well
they are meeting the standard.
"This does not mean waiting three years to determine
they a re drowning," Paige
said, alluding to the current
system.
The president's plan would
also increase local control over
public schools and provide
greater funds and research for
reading programs.
"We simply want to come
back (to local school districts)
and say, 'Where are the
results?' " Paige said.
After the lecture, Paige said
Bush's plan would affect uni-

The Murray State News
April 20, 200 I

week.
"I have seen many miracles, and
this is the biggest 1 have C\'er seen from naturally having no hope to
ministry," Randall said.
When he lost consciousness, Justin
said he experienced the feeling of
Jesus hugging him. H~ said he also
saw his father, who died when he
was 16, and his grandmother, who
died in June. Justin said he wanted to
stay in heaven, but understood work
was still on earth for him to do.
"It's like watching a miracle
unfold," Ceri said. " ... I haven't seen
him depressed yet, and that's amazing. He knows he's supposed to be
here."
Closure is one of the many positive
results that has come from this situation, Geri ~aid. While physically and
mentally recovering, Justin has also
dealt with some anger about his
father's death, she said.

Said Rose: "One of the most
important parts of the collegiate experience is for our
young people to be exposed to
people of national and international prominence."

The 63rd annual Senior Breakfast will be held
Tue., May 1 at 8 a.m. in the Curtis Center
Ballroom. Seniors and graduate students who
are graduating in May or Aug. 2001 are invited to
the Breakfast free of charge. Students should
RSVP to the Office of Student Affairs no later
than Tues., April 24.
Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $4.50
from their de partment secretary or the Office of
Student Affairs. For more information contact the
office at 6831.

I

From Page 1

Although Paige' s appearance was free, the interest
showed the University should
fund more lectures with
prominent leaders, Rose said.
He cited Union University in
Jackson, Tenn., which has
brought Gen. Colin Powell,
former Prime Minister of ,
Great
Britain
Margaret
Thatcher and former Russian
President Boris Yeltsin to its
campus in the last two to three
years.

•

Justin walked without the parallel
bars he had been using for the first
time Wednc~day and only relied on
assistance from physical therapists.
His left ann still does not function,
but doctors anticipate it will.
"I told the doctors, 'where your
abilities stop, the Lord' s take over,' "
Geri said.
His cognitive skills are continuously improving, and his mother continues to watch doctors be amazed.
"He's b<..>en laughing, which is one
of the highest functions of the brain,"
she said.
Mike Wilson, freshman from Memphis, who lives in Elizabeth College,
met Justin their first weekend at
Murray State. They have been
friends since.
"It's hard to take in," Wilson said .
" ... Cod works in mysterious ways.
It's true- whatever it takes to change
a life, to change a heart."
Sunday was the first time Justin
left Lourdes. He and his mother
went to church and to eat for Easter.
Said Geri: "He told me, 'Christ has
been resurrected from the dead, and
in many ways, so have I.' "

Mother calls son's
recovery 'a miracle '

While in Murray, Paige ate
dinner with Whitfield at
Tom's Grille. Before stopping
in Murray, Paige spoke in
Chicago, and then headed to
Monticello, Miss., after the leeture.
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HEALING:

versities by encouraging them
to turn out higher quality
teachers and by increasing
Pell Grant funding.
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VIDEO SUPER
STORE

Many of yo ur favor ite classics and new releases!

• Over I 000 DVD's in stock!
•New arrivals weekly.
Movie World Now Hos 2 Locations:
• 7 I 4 N . I 2 th St.

753-7670

(JCPenney Shopping Center)

The Brothers of LX would like to invite the following ladies to the LX annual
White Rose Crush Donee to be held at the LX house on April 26 at 9 p.m.
Holly Hickson
Lynn Carlisle
Karen Stolt
Dawn Johnson
Holly Parks
Natalie Meeks
Kristen Watson
Dana Hoffman
Julie Williams
Jennifer Meyers
Carin Peterson
Mindy White
Tiffany White
Erica Hatch
Beth Buchanan
jessica Long
Kaci Greer
Jamie Furfaro

Heather Barnard
Kim Ritch
Beth Ann Slinker
Julie Hallemeier
Sharon Dean
Casey O'Daniel
Heidi Holmes
Hannah Lovell
Holly Hancock
Laura Blake
Sarah Bailey
Brooke Gee
Kate Royster
Kim Carrico
Lori Faust
Beckie Pierce
Vicky Davidson
Paige Poyner

Kelly Heppner
julie jones
Tracey Buckman
Amber Lorenzen
Richa Hobbs
Nancy Shelton
Andrea Scott
Ashley Crook
Jenny Moss
Ashley Luker
Sara Williamson
jill Speicher
Marianna Lane
Earline Briscoe
Julia Sholar
Erin Creighton
Allison Price
Whitney Vincent

Allison Coffeen
Julie Means
Tara Overbey
Ashley McNatt
Liz Wimsatt
Renee Fiaschetti
Janelle Hopkins
Kim Clark
Maria Allonte
Stephanie Mana
Katrina james
Missi Pamatot
Emily Knetes
Kiki Cunningham
Jessica Sims
Karen Fitzharris
Andrea Kessinger
Whitney Burroughs

jennifer Trame
Jodi O'Connell
Sarah Perdue
jenn Lanning
Missy jenkins
Rhiannon Mitchell
Molly Chaney
Alissa Rice
Meredith Rahm
Tracy Buck
Rebecca Beaver
Josie O'Roarke
Andrea Herman
Melissa Tipton
Robin Wright
Megan Tapp
Desirae Bollinger
Courtney Wenande

Emily Thomas
Sarah Stafford
Ashley Meador ,
Kristy Strewn
Dede Duncan
Casie Marsh
Kristi Proper
Katie Kirby
Jennifer Carlson
Amanda Willis
Rachel Walker
Kim Bryant
April Hepler
Amanda Cole
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